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ABSTRACT
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SIZING OF SERVICE ORIENTED
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Supervisor: Dr Sherif El Kassas
Service Orientation holds many promises for the software engineering world.
Among the most important aspects is the fact that Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) builds IT assets that can be reused in numerous systems and projects.
However, measuring return on investment becomes very difficult if initial
estimation of efforts to build a SOA is not accurate. Unlike other methodologies of
software development the efforts to build a SOA are not solely the efforts of
building the required business logic. SOA principles such as reusability, autonomy
and interoperability come at a cost, so a practitioner should factor that into the
equation when estimating a SOA project. SOA patterns can be used to estimate the
i

needed efforts, scope the needed activities and enable decision makers to make
intelligent choices about investment versus added value.

In this research we attempt to answer this question through studying SOA from
multiple perspectives. First we look at SOA project types and divide them into four
categories; building and publishing new services, development of applications from
services, mining of legacy code and wrapping as services and integration of services
with existing systems. We note the different activities needed for each of these
project types and how efforts for service mining for example is an integral part of
some SOA development projects. Next we concentrate on the anatomy of a SOA
system which consists of services, messages, orchestrations and environmental
factors and further dissect these components to find out which of them will affect
the size of a SOA project and observe the relative affect of each on the complexity
of the project. We do that through discussing the different patterns common in SOA
project for each of these components. We discuss the relative complexity of Entity
versus Task services, and requirements which increase the complexity of messages
and message processing logic such as message size and message security. We go
into the difference between coordination’s, orchestration and choreography and
discuss their relative complexities. Based on our observations for SOA project
types, SOA components and patterns we propose a method for SOA scoping and
estimation that provides a way to measure complexity of a system through studying
and assessing the complexities of services, messages, and processes. We provide
factors to assess service complexity for entity, task and utility services and factors to
ii

assess message complexity. We also present design drivers that can allow us to
assess the process complexity of a certain subsystem. We further discuss the
environmental factors that can impact our project.

We further illustrate the usage of the proposed model using industrial case studies
and investigate the results suggesting possible enhancements and future work. The
first case study is a conceptualized project aiming to avail many of the considered
challenges and thus provide insight into all possible shortcoming of our framework.
Case studies two and three are actual industrial projects taken from an Egyptian
software development company. These case studies are from different domains,
with a minimum of 6 months development efforts and have clearly documented
requirements and available actual efforts for implementation. For each of them we
give a case overview them attempt to calculate system complexity and efforts using
our suggested model. Our results illustrate the SOA scoping and framework model
produce more accurate estimations than the original expert estimation method
which was used to estimate the efforts of these projects.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Defining the need

The software engineering community has witnessed little interest and advancement in
the field of project sizing estimation despite the great need to have proper dependable
tools and methodologies. The software industry relies on concepts of schedule and
effort estimation to be able to plan and deliver projects. One of the major reasons for
failure of software projects is the lack of dependable tools that allow us to estimate
properly how much effort will it take for a certain project to complete and be able to
schedule it realistically.
Statistics show that more than 50% of all software systems had significant cost
overruns, and 60% had serious schedule slippage according to the widely referenced
Standish Group Chaos Report on software projects (Anda, Dreiem, Jorgensen, &
Joberg, 2001) Such statistics make the software industry an unstable industry. To
improve the maturity of such an industry research in the field of software sizing and
estimation is necessary. Surprisingly this field did not receive the appropriate attention.
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a design paradigm that was introduced to
increase software reuse through building stand alone software service that support the
requirements of business processes and users while adhering to certain concepts, mainly
exposing their logic through contracts which can be used by other services to invoke
their logic, being loosely coupled, autonomous and stateless and promoting
interoperability.

More details about SOA are presented in section 1.3. SOA is
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becoming the dominant architectural roadmap for many organizations that aim to
leverage Service Oriented Architecture’s (SOA’s) promises of economy of scale,
reusability and dimensioning investments. Unlike other architectures or design methods
SOA is not only about engineering excellence and is not solely an architect’s concern;
mainly organization see the move to SOA as a major infrastructure investment that will
enable them to reduce costs of future IT projects and achieve the ability to get new
products and features into use in very short cycles.
Despite this great interest in SOA little research has been done to define a framework
for assessing the scope and effort to implement a SOA project, being it the
implementation of new services, the wrapping of legacy code, or the use of current
services to automate new business processes. Current sizing and estimation models fail
to attend to the various dimensions that need to be taken in concern in a SOA project.
(Santillo, 2007); (O’Brien, 2009); (Linthicum, 2007). Function points for example deal
with databases, forms and reports and lack the ability to cater for complex processing
(Ribu, 2001), while other models such as Cosmic Function Points deals with processing
but ignore fundamental parts of SOA such as building for reusability, technology
heterogeneity and inter-organization processing. (Santillo, 2007)

Like object orientation and other modern design paradigms which are not fully
supported by function points, the most used method for SOA estimation currently is
expert estimation (O’Brien, 2009). Expert estimation generally suffers from bias since it
solely depends on the opinions and approach of the estimators which may have the need
to inflate estimation or deflate it. Also with expert estimation complete coverage of all
15

aspects is hard as the estimators do not follow any preset guidelines about what to
measure and how thus human error can occur. (Molّkken & Jّrgensen, 2003)

This analyzes the various types of SOA projects and dissects their anatomy in order to
propose a framework for the scoping, sizing and effort estimation of SOA systems.

1.2

Overview of Design Paradigms

In the seventies systems were mostly data driven focusing on user interfaces that input
and output data from data bases and files. Function Points, thus, appeared as a dominant
sizing model. It focused on measuring project size through counting the number of data
items and transactional items and assigning preset levels of complexities (Ribu, 2001).
These complexities are translated in to a certain number of points which is translated
into an effort estimation using the COCOMO (Boehm & al., An Overview of the
COCOMO 2.0 Software Cost Model, Technical Report, 1995) Model. While still
popular, function points (FPs) suffer from the fact that Objects and User Interfaces
cannot be translated into FPs. Issues such as lines of code used to implement one FP in
the chosen programming language are crucial in this framework which is aligned with
the fact that programs had to be written in one programming language all through.
(Ribu, 2001), (Santillo, 2007).

In the 80s Object Orientation (OO) promised the ability to re-use basic artifacts
(classes) through inheritance, and brought with it new concepts such as abstraction, and
polymorphism. In doing so, object orientation made developing an application much
16

more robust and increased re-usability within an application, however this did little to
the software industry in terms of application or sub application reusability. It did not
make applications more dynamic at runtime; once an application was built it became
static with no easy way to infuse new logic into it. As systems moved towards Object
Orientation other estimation models were found to be more productive and appropriate
such as Use Case Points, Feature Points, and Object Points (Ribu, 2001). Some research
was done to investigate methods of mapping use cases to function points and using
other types of UML diagrams such as sequence diagrams in size estimation. The sizing
models tried to cope with object orientation through using its own artifacts as classes
and objects in the sizing. These methods received some attention however there is not a
standard method for estimation of Object Oriented Systems. Most of the available
research work lack dependable empirical results that can support the adaptation of a
certain method as a standard (Ribu, 2001).

The 90s brought the new concept of component based systems, where components were
self contained, had self describing interfaces and could be loaded at runtime.
(Szyperski, 2002). This meant a new notion of self describing software items. This
worked well with a self contained application; however issues related to distributed
systems were not as adequately addressed and remained needing further work and
research (Erl, 2004). The estimation models were mostly enhancements to the OO
sizing models making them more appropriate for estimating component based systems
(Dolado, 2000).
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Service orientation emerged in the 2000s promising an evolution from component
based and object-oriented architectures to a more loosely coupled architecture where
interactions were dynamic at runtime and based on standards based interoperability.
Like other architectures SOA needs to be studied with respect to scoping and sizing to
define how to best estimate project investments. In the case of SOA this becomes even
more vital since SOA is not solely an architectural method but a framework for
enterprise architectures that promises cost cuts and faster time to market for IT systems
through its high reusability and loose coupling.

The field of sizing and estimation is closely coupled with the advancement and changes
in the dominant architectures and design methods.

1.3

Service Oriented Architecture

According to The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is “A paradigm for organizing and
utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership
domains. It provides a uniform means to offer, discover, interact with and use
capabilities to produce desired effects consistent with measurable preconditions and
expectations” (OASIS).

The key principles of service orientation are (Erl, 2007):


Loose Coupling: Relationships with minimal dependencies.
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Service Contract: Services adhere to communications agreement defined by
service descriptions.



Autonomy: Services control own encapsulated logic.



Abstraction: Services hide all logic beyond what is described in the service
contract.



Reusability: Logic is divided into services in a way that promotes reuse.



Compos-ability: composite services can be formed from assembled service
collections.



Statelessness: Services minimize retaining information specific to an activity.



Discoverability: Services are designed to be outwardly descriptive so that they
can be found via available discovery mechanisms.

In essence Service Oriented Systems are those built with the above concepts in mind.
Although SOA is a concept not tied to a specific technology it is mostly implemented
through web services that exchange Extensible Markup Language (XML) messages;
XML messages are well formatted documents containing storage entities for data and
mark

up

data

describing

the

document

structure

and

layout.

[http://www.w3.org/TR/xml/]. Web services use Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) as the communication protocol. SOAP is a lightweight communication
protocol used for information exchange in decentralized distributed environments.
[http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1/]. Web services also typically use Web Services
Description Language (WSDL) as the contract definition language. WSDL is itself an
XML format for describing network services as a set of endpoints operating on
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messages

containing

document-oriented

or

procedure-oriented

information.

[http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl] Services may assume the role of a service requester or a
service provider.

Figure 1.1: Simplified SOA (Erl, 2007)

Service Orientation departs from other design concepts in that it is a whole paradigm
shift where the business units which add business value are the services that can be built
and published in separation, and then different applications can be built using those
services. Numerous organizations choose to transfer their entire IT assets into Service
Orientation and invest in building a SOA infrastructure. Policies and rules are built
inside those organizations for SOA governance.
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1.4

Problem statement

Large effort and cost overruns in software projects make estimation models a very
important research field that needs major attention. As the software world is moving
more towards service oriented architecture for developing new software projects and
enabling organizations to have a ready to use catalog of services exposing their business
logic it becomes imperative to be able to scope the needed activities and efforts early
and accurately. This is a major dimension of deciding on the value of the investment,
and planning the needed time and resources. As evident in the different surveys of effort
estimation models in Chapter 2, a method for accurately scoping and estimating the
efforts for the different types of SOA implementations does not exist.

Thus, our goal is to propose a framework for the scoping, sizing and effort estimation of
service oriented systems. This is to be done through analysis of the nature and
compositions of SOA systems.

1.5

Objectives

The main objective of this research is to propose a framework for the scoping and size
estimation of service oriented systems; through analyzing the nature, types and
compositions of such systems. The analysis will include defining the SOA project types
and the different activities that need to be done in each, investigating the components of
a SOA system in terms of services, messages, and processes and studying the
complexity drivers of each, as well as looking into the different requirements and
21

design patterns that can affect the complexity of a SOA project. The research aims also
to validate the proposed methodology through empirical experimentation on real life
systems where we will use our proposed methodology on a number of industrial
projects and compare our estimated efforts to both the efforts estimated used other
methods and the actual efforts of the completed projects.

1.6

Approach

The different range of SOA implementations need to be taken into consideration. SOA
implementations can be categorized into wrapping of legacy code, new service
development, and composing of systems using currently published services (O’Brien,
2009). A project may contain combinations of these implementations, and each of these
implementations will have different factors that affect the efforts to be spent and the
activities needed. Unlike current sizing methodologies (such as Function Points ,
Cosmic Function Points, Estimation by Analogy, Bang Metrics , and Use Case Points ),
a framework for sizing SOA systems should consider all the above types of
implementations. The candidate framework should not be dependent on the technology
or programming language since different services can be built using different languages
and a system can have many different services in use. Also there should be a
differentiation between sizing a new service being built and sizing the usage of a
published service which cannot be a negligible effort. Understanding the available
services and choosing the appropriate one is another activity that must be considered
while sizing such a system. The environmental factors usually associated with a sizing
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estimation methodology need serious reconsideration as well in light of the above
factors.

In this research project the following are the main objectives



Define a framework for scoping SOA projects covering
o New service development
o Wrapping of legacy code
o Composition of systems using published services



Define the external and organizational issues affecting SOA systems scoping



Propose a sizing methodology for SOA projects based on defined scope and
external factors



Validate proposed framework by using real life case studies

To reach the above objectives this research will inspect each of the SOA
implementation types in details, dissect the anatomy of SOA systems and define a step
by step guide to defining the scope of the services and activities. Then, we will explore
the various organizational and environmental factors that can affect a SOA
implementation by using currently existent frameworks such as COCOMO (Boehm &
al., An Overview of the COCOMO 2.0 Software Cost Model, Technical Report, 1995)
and extending it through studying challenges and governance models of SOA
implementations.
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Through surveying current models and comparing them to SOA we will translate the
scope and factors into a sizing model that can be used to define a size and effort for a
new SOA project.

Finally, we will apply our suggested framework on three case studies through the
estimation of two completed medium sized projects (6-24 month) and comparing to
actual efforts as well as a small experimental project that will be used for initial
concepts examinations.

The used case studies must adhere to the following rules


One toy project will be used during the methodology definition stage to cover the
various aspects and help fine tune the process.



Two SOA projects will be measured from the industry to validate the proposed
method on real life industrial projects.



The size of these projects should be between (6 -24 months) to be measurable.



They should be from different business lines to avoid domain specific results.



They should have well documented and accessible requirements, design and actual
efforts.

The examination of the results of the estimation of the case studies will illustrate the
appropriateness of the proposed framework and highlight areas of weakness. Future
work will be needed to further augment the model through large scale application on
numerous projects.
24

1.7

Thesis Organization

Through the rest of this document we will start by exploring the related work in chapter
2 where we survey other estimation models for both SOA and non SOA
implementations, as well as explore literature about estimation models evaluation to be
able to define a proper evaluation method for our proposed work. In chapter 3 we will
discuss the detailed anatomy of a SOA implementation by covering types of SOA
projects, the building blocks of a SOA system and the different types and patterns
typically used for services, messages and orchestrations in a SOA system. We will
introduce possible complexity drivers and discuss how they can impact efforts.

In chapter 4 we will focus on the proposed approach to SOA scoping and sizing through
defining factors that define the complexity of SOA business and utility services, factors
that define the complexity of SOA messaging, and design drivers that can indicate the
complexity of building an application using existing services. In this chapter we will
also define environmental factors that can affect a SOA implementation leading to a
complete framework to SOA estimation. We further discuss recommendations for
balancing reusability with efforts, and considerations for service mining projects,
service integration projects and organization’s SOA transformation.

Chapter 5 illustrated the usage of the framework in three case studies, starting with an
invented example case to inspect the various parts of the framework, and then
discussing result of application on two industrial projects from an Egyptian software
25

development house. Finally chapter 6 discusses the results, assessments, contributions
and future enhancements.
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2

RELATED WORK

This chapter surveys the current estimation models. Section 1 gives an overview of the
most commonly used estimation models in practice as well as the most referenced
researches in the area of software size and effort estimation. Section 2 concentrates on
attempts to provide estimation models or guidelines for SOA systems. In Chapter 3,
these attempts at SOA sizing will be further compared and discussed.
In section 3 we survey the literature on evaluating estimation models.
2.1

General Effort Estimation Models

In general software effort estimation methodologies can be categorized into: Expertbased, Model-based, and other approaches according to a large survey by Jorgnsen et al.
(Molّkken & Jّrgensen, 2003). Expert Estimation is the most widely used since many
practitioners view that models based estimation does not provide a large addition in
accuracy. Among Expert-based estimation methods are experience based estimations,
and estimation by analogy. Model-based estimation methods include Function Points,
Cosmic Function Points, Bang Metrics, and other UML based methods such as Use
Case Points. Other estimation methods include “Top-Down” and others.

In this section we will focus on expert-based and model-based estimation methods since
they are the most well defined methods and are covered by a number of research papers.
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2.1.1 Estimation by Analogy

Estimation by Analogy is an estimation method that depends on the fact the similar
projects will likely take the same efforts to build. In (Shepperd & Schofield, 1997)
Estimation by Analogy is introduced as a form of Case Based Reasoning that employs
neural networks to augment statistical software effort estimation models. The key
activities for estimating by analogy are the identification of a problem as a new case,
the retrieval of similar cases from a repository, the reuse of knowledge derived from
previous cases and the suggestion of a solution for the new case. This solution is later
used to augment the repository of completed cases (Shepperd & Schofield, 1997)

To predict the effort of a software project, similarities are drawn against available
completed software projects. The most challenging issue in such a model is to define
the criteria according to which we can identify projects as similar and that allow us to
draw valid conclusions. In (Shepperd & Schofield, 1997) similarity is defined as “the
proximity in an n dimensional space”, where each dimension corresponds to a different
feature. It is important to note that the “feature” in this context is any attribute of the
project such as the number of interfaces, the development method or the size of the
functional requirements document. Thus out of all features of the projects in the
repository, the closest projects are those with the greatest feature proximity. The closest
three projects are taken out of the dataset and the new project’s effort is predicated to be
a weighted average of their efforts.

28

In (Shepperd & Schofield, 1997). Shepperd and Schofield present test data reflecting
that Analogy based estimation gives slightly more accurate results than statistical
methods and should be combined with statistical methods to present more accurate
estimations.

2.1.2 IFPUG 4.0 Function Point Counting

Function Points (FP) is among the most widely used and advocated estimation method.
It was devised in the seventies by Allen Albrecht of IBM (IFPUG, 2000) and remains
the most well researched and widely employed estimation methodology to date. It is
most suited for database driven system where the main units to be measured are file
entities and end user functions. Function Points measure functionality based on End
User View of application software functionality and determine the size by counting all
the functions included in the package. Specifically it measures Logical Data Files
Internal Logical Files (ILF) and External Interface Files (EIF) to account for the system
data and Input, Output and Query transactions to account for its functionality. For each
of these transactions and files function points determines exact items to be counted such
as attributes, record types and files referenced. To accommodate for quality attributes of
the system Function Points identifies fourteen general system characteristics (GSCs)
that are assigned values and adjust the counts of the system (IFPUG, 2000).

While function points are very well suited for procedural systems which are mainly
database driven they lack the capacity to produce dependable results for system with
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sizable algorithms, calculations and complex processing. They are not well adapted for
object oriented and service oriented system since they concentrate on complexity of
data files, and input and output operations. FPs is difficult to count requiring experts
with extensive training who will have to understand the concepts of data files and how
they are counted, input and output operations and how they are counted, and learn to
differentiate between reports and queries from the function point perspective to be able
to reach accurate results. Counts appear to be misleading for software that is high in
algorithmic complexity, but sparse in inputs and outputs since there is no way to count a
complex operation except through counting the user interface it provides which does
not always reflect the underlying complexity. '

It is common practice to use Barry Boehm’s COCOMO (Boehm & al., An Overview of
the COCOMO 2.0 Software Cost Model, Technical Report, 1995) model to convert the
size in function points to an effort measure. COCOMO uses lines of code of a given
language to estimate the efforts through having an input parameter defining how many
lines of code it would take to implement one function points in this programming
language.(Ribu, 2001) criticizes this as an ambiguous measure since the number of lines
is typically affected by many factors including function complexity, and programmer
skill.

In conclusion Function Points are difficult to measure, mostly suited for data driven
systems but dependable, widely used and can be used early on in the projects once
requirements are detailed.
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2.1.3 Cosmic Function Points

Cosmic Function Points is another estimation method that attempts to overcome the
classical functional point’s lack of attention to processing by measuring actual
functional flows of data in a system. Data has four distinct movements throughout the
boundary of the system. Boundary here is defined as a conceptual interface between the
software under study and its users. The four data movements are Entry (Data enters the
boundary), Exit (Data leaves the boundary), Read (Fetch data from storage), and Write
(Write data to Storage) (Rule, 2001), (Software Measurement Services, 2001) as shown
in Figure 2.1.

Cosmic Function Points are suitable in systems where the large amounts of
functionality that must be developed are invisible to the users and cannot be measured
by FPS. Thus it is most suited for the requirements of embedded and real-time software.
In the counting process functional user requirements are decomposed into “functional
processes” which in turn can be decomposed into “functional sub-processes.” The
functional processes are equivalent to use cases (Rule, 2001), making this method
suitable to size object-oriented software.

Cosmic function points needs an experienced estimator and can be done prior to
implementation. It is more attentive to processing and mostly used for embedded and
real time systems (Rule, 2001)
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Figure 2.1: Cosmic Function Points (Software Measurement
Services, 2001)

2.1.4 Bang Metrics

Devised by Tom De Marco this method depends on design phase work products to
count a system size. Such work products include data dictionaries, entity relationships,
and dataflow and state transitions. Variations of UML models can be used as well.
System must be identified as function strong, data strong or hybrid. Function-strong
systems emphasize the transformation of data and typically do not have complex data
structures. Data-strong systems tend to have complex data models.
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According to pressman (Pressman, 1997)the function bang measure is based on the
number of lowest level transformations (bubbles) in a dataflow diagram. The measure is
weighted according to the transformation class and the number of data tokens used by
the transformation. A data token is a data item that is not subdivided within a
transformation (Johnson K. , 1998). The data bang measure is based on the number of
entities in an entity relationship diagram. The measure is weighted according to the
number of relationships involving each entity as explained by Fenton (Fenton &
Pfleeger, 1997) in (Johnson K. , 1998).

This method is used during design process and tries to overcome some of FP limitations
by having different methods for measuring data-strong and function-strong systems.

2.1.5 Use Case Points

Use Case Points (UCP) are more suited for Object Oriented Systems since they depend
on a direct output of the system specifications and design. Its best used with wellwritten use cases at a suitable level of functional detail, and depends on the
functionality seen by the user is the basis for estimating the size of the software.

The method mainly counts actors and use cases and assigns an appropriate complexity
to each. Simple Actors are used for other systems with a defined Application
Programming Interface, average actors are used for other systems interacting through a
protocol, and complex actors are used for a person interacting through a GUI or a Web
page. Use cases complexity depends on the number of transactions in a use case where
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a 3 transaction use case is considered simple, 4 to 7 transactions is considered average
and more than 7 transactions is a complex use case (Jacobsen, 1992) (Anda, Dreiem,
Jorgensen, & Joberg, 2001) (Smith, 1999). Each complexity level of use case and actors
has an assigned weight, and the initial result of summing the weighted actors and
weighted use cases is the “Unadjusted Use Case Points (UUCP)”. For example in a
Registration Use Case, the transactions that should be identified and counted are


User submits registration form.



System validates data.



System creates a new profile.



User is given a unique ID number.



Exception Case: The system notifies user that user name exits.

The total number of transactions is 5, making this an average complexity use case. Use
Case Points also include two other factors that need to be taken into consideration
which are the project’s Technical Complexity Factor and Experience Factor. Technical
Complexity Factor is calculated through rating nine technical factors for the project
including level of distribution, performance objective, end user efficiency desires,
complexity of internal processing, target reusability of code, and ease of use. For the
Experience Factor, the estimators must rate each team member for a number of factors
including motivation, application experience and familiarity with software process.
Final Use Case Points (UCP) as calculated as

Use Case Points = Unadjusted Use Case Points * Technical Factor * Experience
Factor
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The main issues with use case points are that there is no standard for how to write or
structure use cases, many variations of use case style can make it difficult to measure
the complexity of a use case, free textual descriptions may lead to ambiguous use cases,
and there is no rule about counting extending and including use cases (Ribu, 2001)

On the positive side use cases are a direct output of the requirements phase so it does
not imply extra efforts and it is more logical for object oriented systems.

2.1.6 Model Based Functional Size Measurement

In (Lavazza, Del Bianco, & Garavaglia, 2008) Lavazza et al. propose a solution for the
problem of function point complexity through using UML models to arrive at function
points. Model Based Functional Size Measurement attempts to provide rigid rules for
building UML models in a systematic way that allows for FP counting while reducing
personal differences and ensuring that such models can be used in the development
cycles.

The model defines rules that must be used in the Use Case diagrams, component
diagram, and sequence diagrams in a way that conforms to the UML standards
requiring no addition of extra notations. Based on the stereotypes used for interfaces
and external systems in the UML the model adds some rigid rules to the Function
Points method leading to direct mapping of UML elements to the Function Point
components. The first step in the process is building UML models according to
predefined criteria including that each use case should represent “the smallest unit of
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activity that is meaningful to the user(s), and must be self-contained and leave the
business of the application being counted in a consistent state”. (Lavazza, Del Bianco,
& Garavaglia, 2008). Also the application must be presented as one component in the
component diagram with external actors presented as new components in this diagram.
A component has to be introduced for every logically grouped set of data, and
interfaces of the components must be explicitly defined.

In the second part of the process the UML diagrams are used for function point
counting where Internal Logical Files and External Files are counted from the
component diagram, specifically the components of type “logical data”. Transaction
functions are counted through the number of elementary elements in a sequence
diagram.

2.2

SOA Effort Estimation Models

2.2.1 Architecture-Based Drivers for System-of-Systems and Family-of-Systems
Cost Estimating

In (Wang, Wardle, & Ankrum, 2007) Wang et al. define Life Cycle Cost as “the total
cost to the customer of acquiring and owning the capability over the complete lifecycle
from inception to disposal” which includes the non-recurring development costs, the
unit production cost of manufacture or instantiation, the ongoing cost of maintenance,
and the ongoing cost of delivering the service. This refers to the fact that in recent
years ownership models have shifted from “owning a system” to “acquiring the
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capabilities” provided by a system, which poses great costing challenged as the cost is
not a direct output of the development hours taken on the system. Wang (Wang,
Wardle, & Ankrum, 2007) discuss architecture drivers that should be considered while
estimating cost of these capabilities. This is particularly important since in the new
software paradigm cost is based on architecture regardless of design or technology as
the focus is on providing capabilities through System of Systems (SoS) (Popper,
Bankes, Callaway, & DeLaurentis, 2004) and Family of Systems (FoS) (O. Clark,
2008) rather than providing software and hardware black boxes. In this light
architecture can be used to manage tradeoffs between different stakeholders to ensure
the most efficient cost and benefit distribution.

Thus what is needed is a way to map operational architecture to Cost elements which is
what this research does by defining the architectural drivers and their cost implications.
The analysis starts by allocating the SoS Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) to the
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) (Wang, Wardle, & Ankrum,
2007) phases, highlighting major cost elements in each phase, and then focusing on the
architecture drivers affecting these major cost elements. The selection of the factors is
based on whether they are quantifiable and countable through DoDAF views and their
availability in the Pre-concept or Concept Refinement phases.

A summary of the size drivers discussed is presented below:
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Operational Nodes: These are organizations and groups involved. Organizational
Nodes capture the extent of operations and operating organizations involved thus
affecting operations and support cost in the Operations & Support (O&S) phase. For
new capabilities, it affects the costs of integration, verification and validation.

Mission Level Operational Scenarios: A mission level operational scenario is a main
end to end thread consisting of interconnected activities that the capability is designed
to provide. They are the basis for the operational activities required to perform the
missions that determine the systems required and level of operational and support
staffing to accomplish the mission. They clearly affect the operations and support cost
required in the Operations & Support (O&S) phase, as well as the efforts of architecting
the capability in the concept phase, and the integration and Validation and Verification
(V&V) cost in the software development and production phases.
Operational Activities: These are functional support tasks performed at any of the
operational nodes. Since activities can be part of more than one operational scenario,
it’s important to avoid double counting them. Activities changes the state of objects and
consumes resources thus adding to cost of support, operations, and most importantly the
cost of development and integration of the systems they are allocated to.
Nodal Information Exchange Boundaries: These are the information exchange needs
between the operational nodes in the SoS and level of interoperability required. These
are logical communications requirements. The main measure is number of producing
and consuming nodes that transmit and consume information. Derived measures may
include the number of data elements, types of data, and the number of data protocols
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required for the information exchange. This driver is greatly related to integration and
development efforts.
Key Technologies: these are the technologies which enable the capability. They can be
either new under development technologies or obsolete ones needing refreshing and
change.
Member Systems: These are systems within the control of the SoS. They are acquired
or changed in order to achieve needed capabilities. They are either Operational Systems
or Life Cycle Support Systems and their count affects the operations, support and
maintenance costs. The number of new, modified, and retired systems can be used as
the basic size driver for the development, acquisition, and integration costs.
Peer Systems: Systems outside the control scope of the SoS but used by member
systems to accomplish goals. The main driver here is the number of interfaces, data
types and communication protocols. The peer systems greatly affect the integration
efforts.
Operational Resources/ Staffing Level: This measures the cost of support staff at each
node.
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Table 2.1: Driver Lifecycle Phase Impact Matrix (Wang,
Wardle, & Ankrum, 2007)

While this research focuses primarily on System of Systems and Family of Systems, it
proposes some valid points for systems that are composed of a number of independent
software units which should be considered when estimating a SOA system. This
includes the need for supporting operational cost since in many cases the cost is that of
using existent services and maintaining them rather than building services from the
start-up. Another point is that the number of different member organizations and
member systems affect the project complexity which in a SOA project would affect the
complexity of the orchestrations built to avail the required business processes.

2.2.2 Sizing SOA applications with Cosmic Function Points

In (Santillo, 2007) Santillo focuses on the issue of “boundary positioning” in sizing
SOA applications through illustrating that the problem with conventional first
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generation Functional Size Models (FSMs) is that they deal with monolithic software
systems and are not designed to handle layered applications with peers and interactions.
The 1rst generation FSM were “black box like” ignoring internal processing and
incapable of dealing with boundary issues. Function Points (IFPUG) “denoted as near
black box approach to software measurement” (Santillo, 2007) ignore complex
interactions between system components and only deals with data reads and inputs.
These models were technology independent and thus incapable to cater for innovative
software development approaches.

In SOA a main problem is when to size a service as part of a certain application since a
service can be reused by multiple applications and in multiple contexts. Santillo
(Santillo, 2007) illustrates that the basic principle is separation where the approach
should be to measure each service alone then do aggregations as necessary. The
research proposes the use of Cosmic Function Points (CFP) with some guidelines since
CFP – unlike first generation FSM- has the ability to view a system as a collection of
linked layers, with separate peer items within each layer, and allows for different
measurement viewpoints not only the view of end users. CFP also parts from the
IFPUG problem of having upper limits for complexity groups thus more complex
processes with more reads, writes… can receive higher complexity numbers.

An example to illustrate how CFP can solve the boundaries problem is illustrated in
Figure 2.2 (Santillo, 2007). In the figure, using CFP the system can be layered in to
coherent layers, each of them divided into units of software that can use each other
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similar to the SOA services. The services in a layer should be capable of providing a
useful functionality collectively for the partitioning to be correct. Each unit has to be
allocated to exactly one layer to avoid double counting.
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Figure 2.2: System Boundaries using IFPUG and CFP
(Santillo, 2007)

As a “White Box Like” FSM, CFP is appropriate for SOA by allowing the architecture
which defines and positions functions in a reusable structure to be taken into
consideration. Middleware services such as those aimed at providing access to legacy
data would not be assigned any value under IFPUG estimation, while using the
partitioning described above for CFP it would be estimated properly.

Under IFPUG the effort of providing the services to different channels is not accounted
for, which is corrected by CFP partitioning where inner services can be identified and
accounted for. In conclusion, first generation FSMs ignore all architectural
considerations of a system while CFP can take them into account providing a viable
estimation model for SOA system.

While this idea has some valid reasoning illustrated above it lacks any empirical proof
that shows how these guidelines can work on real life systems. Also the research
ignores a lot of SOA patterns and concepts such an orchestration, message processing,
long running transactions and compensations which are essential to account for in a
SOA estimation model. The research also does not provide any guidelines for using
CFP with legacy code wrapping or usage of published services which are definitely not
negligible activities.
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2.2.3 SMAT-AUS and EffortWatch: Scope, Cost and Effort Estimation for SOA
Projects

Being part of a large research effort about SOA, this paper presents some very relevant
ideas about the cost and effort estimation of SOA systems. The authors divide SOA
projects into Service Mining, Service Development, and Application Development from
existing services, Service Integration, SOA Infrastructure, and SOA Governance, and
SOA Architecture Analysis (O’Brien, 2009).

Identification and Mining of Services refer to finding services in legacy/existing
systems, which requires capturing the details of these systems, documenting their
details and in some cases architecture reconstruction. It also requires determining the
needed changes to transform legacy code into services through wrapping, and building
interfaces. A method that can be used for this is the Software Engineering Institute’s
Service Migration and Reuse Technique (SMART) (O’Brien, 2009).

When developing new services the quality-of-service (QoS) is a main factor. In addition
to the activities needed for the development of any new software, more effort need to be
exerted in the design to ensure QoS aspects, flexibility, granularity of services and
ensuring ease of management and integration for these services. Other cost factors
involved are acquiring the infrastructure to support service development and training
the developers on SOA and WS-* standards.
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For the development of applications from services, either internal or externally
published services can be used. Integrating the different services through “glue code”
and handling possible exceptions are the main items with cost considerations. The
testing of the application will take more consideration due to the complexity of testing
own and external services as well as the dynamic services.

Integration of Services refers to integrating external or internal services with own
applications. This requires determining the systems to be integrated, identifying the
changes needed, determining the scope of integration and studying the impact of the
architecture alternatives on QoS, as well as developing SLAs.

SOA Infrastructure projects refer to acquisition or development of own infrastructure
for SOA development. This type of projects typically involves determining
requirements and surveying infrastructures from the different vendors, selection and
customization if needed. Developing own SOA infrastructure is described as a difficult
task where “efforts and costs … may be much greater so an organization will have to
give careful consideration to going down such a path”.
SOA Governance includes many activities including (O’Brien, 2009) determining
strategy and goals, determining funding and ownership, determining processes and
governance mechanisms and their associated roles and responsibilities, and developing
policies and enforcement mechanisms. It also involves developing metrics for the
initiative and the behavioral model (incentives and penalties for “appropriate SOA
behavior”).
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The Architecture Analysis of SOA refers to examining the quality characteristics of a
SOA system mainly performance and scalability in terms of capturing the requirements,
understanding the architecture, obtaining performance data, parameter-izing the system
model with the performance data, running simulations and assessing the results.
In (O’Brien, 2009) O’Brian also refers to the different ways of estimation of SOA
systems in other literature and concludes that none of the methods are complete enough
and further work is needed. Thus a framework is suggested based on defining a set of


Methods: to determine what needs to be done in terms of activities and other
expenditures.



Templates: for the data collection with regards to the project.



Cost Factors and Cost Functions: specific to each project type.

[OB09] also suggests having a SOA maturity model since an organization’s SOA
maturity can affect the efforts they have to undertake. Both technical and socio-cultural
aspects need to be considered. A maturity model in this context is a framework for
assessing how capable a company is to undertake a SOA project in terms of knowledge
of SOA concepts, technical skills of required technology and experience in undertaking
SOA projects. The below Figure 2.3 summarizes the suggested method for SOA
estimation.
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Figure 2.3: SMAT-AUS Framework (O’Brien, 2009)

An example of a method for service integration projects is highlighted in the below
Figure 2.4 where the organization has to establish integration context, describe the
services, existing systems, target SOA state, analyze the gap, and thus develop the
integration strategy. Templates are tables that help users document certain information
about their services. Cost Functions are not explained and further work in assessing
different estimation methods is still planned.
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Figure 2.4: Method for Service Integration Projects (O’Brien,
2009)

Some other considerations for SOA projects are discussed including Development
Costs versus costs of Total System Ownership and Life Time Costs, Cost of
outsourcing the services provisioning, and cost of operations.

Further work is still to be done in determining the methods, cost functions and factors
and templates for the various SOA project types.

2.2.4 Defining the cost of SOA

David Linthicum proposes a real life practical model for estimating the cost of an
enterprise transformation to SOA (Linthicum, 2007). Although this is not a research
effort, it is worth examining the guidelines given by practitioners consulting companies
on adopting SOA. Linthicum proposes that the cost estimation process should start with
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understanding the enterprise domain represented in the number of data elements under
consideration, the complexity of data storage technology, the complexity of the system
to be built, the complexity of the individual services, the complexity of the business
processes under consideration, the number of new services needed, and the technology
to be used. General items such as the company applicable standards, and potential risks
need to be taken into consideration as well.

Cost of SOA = (Cost of Data Complexity + Cost of Service Complexity + Cost of
Process Complexity + Enabling Technology Solution)

Where
Cost of Data Complexity = (((Number of Data Elements) * Complexity of the Data
Storage Technology) * Labor Units))

Where complexity of the Data Storage Technology is expressed as a percentage
between 0 and 1 (0% to 100%) with relational is a .3 being simple, Object-Oriented
being medium and ISAM being the most complex.

Linthicum makes some valid constraints about the proposed model, mainly that this
cannot be used as an estimation model since there are no historical data to be used, and
to account for 10 to 20 percent variations in cost since this is a new type of projects for
the enterprises adopting SOA.
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While the proposed framework is too generic to be considered an estimation model it
does offer some valid points that should be considered in any SOA model, specifically
that the enabling technology is an important factor to be considered and that data,
services and processes (implemented as orchestration) need to be the units to be
decomposed and assessed for complexity.

2.3

Assessment of estimation models

Research efforts in the estimation domain have used various methods to evaluate the
quality of a newly suggested model.

In evaluating her alterations to Use Case Points, Kristen Ribu (Ribu, 2001) conducted
empirical estimations on two case studies in a major software company in Norway as
well as 10 small student projects and compared results with other tools.

Moser investigated the validity of enhancing estimation meta-models through
comparing a number of methods according to predefined criteria such as time it can be
used, dependence on estimator, reproducibility and then concluded by doing empirical
analysis to data from 29 projects. (Moser, 1996).

In an effort to validate the available estimation methods against component based
systems, Dolado (Dolado, 2000) conducted experiments where students measures their
own financial software projects and the data was analyzed used mathematical
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techniques and compared with previous results in the same domain. 46 student projects
were used.

From the above it is evident that most researchers conducted both examination of the
estimation methods against preset criteria and empirical project counts on different
scales comparing the results either to previous results or other methods.

In conclusion a survey of current estimation methods illustrate that the need for accurate
estimates for projects done using newer software development paradigms is not fully
met by the existing methods. Function Points cater more for procedural programming
and fail to account for complex internal processing, while UML based models suffer
from lack of validation and lack of uniformity in applying UML concepts. The current
methods targeted specifically at SOA are either still in a very early phase of
development such as SMAT-AUS in section 2.2.3 or cater for some times of SOA
projects without considering the vast array of complexities arising from service mining
for example or attending to composing projects from existing services such as using
Cosmic Function Points for SOA projects in section 2.2.2. Some of the presented
methods have very viable ideas that should be taken into consideration in any SOA
estimation model including the affect of number of systems and organizations on the
complexity of a composite system in section 2.2.1.
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3

ANATOMY OF SERVICE ORIENTED SYSTEMS

This chapter investigates some of the types and compositions of SOA systems that will
enable us to attempt to address the estimation issue.

3.1

SOA Estimation Approach

3.1.1 Estimating SOA using general methods

In this section we discuss applicability of general estimation models discussed in
section 2.2 to SOA systems.

Generally the main problem with SOA estimation is that development efforts are only a
subset of the entire project effort since a lot of activities such as service search and
identification, service mining, and building orchestrations are among the most effort
intensive parts of a SOA project. All such activities are not accounted for by the general
estimation approaches and vary greatly from one project to another depending on the
state of the legacy system, the availability of services and the complexity of the
involved business processes.

Analogy based estimates require having a set of criteria for project comparison to
determine similarity. While this is an already difficult task in all software projects, it
becomes even more complex in an SOA since the range of project types are numerous,
with varying degrees of service reuse, and mining issues which are very difficult to
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compare from one project to another. Analogy based estimations also fail to account for
reuse of services as it mostly compares similarity of features. While two projects may
have similar features, we can have the case where the first project had to build the
services from scratch while the second project is simply reusing some of the already
existing services thus will take much less effort and the bulk of its complexity will be in
the orchestration.

Function Points depend on counting the data elements and the end user functions
ignoring all internal processing. Boundary Positioning problems (Santillo, 2007) are
very evident in using Function Points for SOA systems. Black box estimation models as
IFPUG will fail to account for service reuse as well and will underestimate the efforts
needed. Underestimation happens in failing to account for orchestration efforts and
interaction between the units of logic or services. External data files are counted in
IFPUG as minimal impact items while in SOA this is an external service where service
composition efforts are far from minimal.

Estimation Models based on UML or Cross Boundary Interactions such as Use Case
Points discussed in section 2.1.5 or Bang Metrics discussed in section 2.1.4 lack the
ability to account for reuse or measure a system which is primarily an orchestration
between already existing and functional services. Also modeling SOA systems is an
overly complex task, as a SOA system can only be completely modeled using class
diagrams, sequence diagrams and graph transformation diagrams to depict both the
static and dynamic aspects of the architecture. While the static part defines the
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component and connector types and the constraints for linking these elements together,
the dynamic part specifies how a given architecture can evolve in reaction to planned
reconfigurations or unanticipated changes of the environment. An example of that is
when a service consumer wants to connect to a new service but requires a certain level
of quality from this service. This means that the quality or functionality of the provided
service might depend on other third-party services used by the service itself. For this
reason, the service provider might have to find suitable sub services on its own before it
is able to confirm a request for a certain functionality or level of quality. From a
modeling perspective this means that such trials need to be modeled using transition
graph to truly document the system completely. (Baresi & al, 2003).

Expert Estimation is probably the most well known and widely used estimation method.
The quality of expert estimation depends solely on the skills of the estimators and their
approach in reaching the estimate. It generally tends to vary greatly from one person to
another and lack repeatability. It however can be enhanced greatly through a framework
guiding the estimators on what to consider and giving them step by step directions.

3.1.2 Recent advances in SOA Estimation

Regarding the estimation models discussed for SOA systems a thorough review of
approaches discussed in section 2.2Error! Reference source not found. is presented
below.
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Suggested architecture based drivers for Family of Systems and System of Systems
focus on the operational costs of the capabilities and define different drivers that affect
the efforts including operational scenarios, activities and information exchange
boundaries as described in [2.2.1]. The methodology however fails to distinguish
between use of existing capabilities and the building of new ones. The case where only
one service needs to be built but in accordance with service orientation principles
cannot be attempted using the described methods as no directions are provided for such
a case.

Cosmic Function Points can handle the boundary positioning issue in SOA systems
versus Function Points as illustrated in section 2.2.2. Again specific SOA project types
and architectural patterns are not referenced in this paper (Santillo, 2007).

SMAT-AUS – described in section 2.2.3 suggests a framework for SOA estimation by
defining SOA project types and defining the need for templates, methods, cost factors
and cost functions for each. While this seems like a promising framework, the research
is still in the early phases and not enough details are provided about the details of the
measuring aside from the main concept.

Linthicum defines practical equations for reaching SOA system size by taking into
account data complexity, process complexity and so forth. The method is too generic
and ignores SOA project types. It mostly looks at an organizations transformation to
SOA and the infrastructure services build up.
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All of the aforementioned methods fail to provide appropriate empirical evidence
supporting the underlying concepts and showing a step by step guidance to application.
Table 3.1 summarizes the counted items in each approach and analyzes the pros and
cons of each methodology and its empirical proof.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of SOA Estimation Models

Architecture
Based Drivers
for SoS and FoS
Cost Estimating

Seizing and Sizing
SMAT-AUS
SOA applications
with Cosmic Function
Points

Linthicum

Year

2007

2007

2009

2007

Concept

Allocating
the
SoS WBS to
DoDAF phases,
highlighting
major
cost
elements in each
phase, and then
focusing on the
architecture
drivers affecting
these major cost
elements.

Using Cosmic
Function Points to
estimate SOA as it can
respond to boundary
position problem.

Defining Methods,
Templates, Cost
Functions and Cost
factors for each
SOA project type.

Practical definition
of SOA cost (not
size) through cost of
data items to be
considered, services
to be built, overall
process and
technology
acquisition.



Functional flows of Not defined yet.
data through service Still under research,
boundaries
and only main
framework is
described with
 Entry (Data enters
some examples.
the boundary)
 Exit (Data leaves
the boundary)
 Read (Fetch data
from storage)
 Write (Write data
to Storage)

Measures











Operational
Nodes
Mission
Level
Operational
Scenarios
Operational
Activities
Information
Exchange
Boundaries
Key
Technologies
Member
Systems
Peer Systems
Operational

System is layered in to
coherent layers,
divided into units of
that can use each other,
then applying CFP.
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Cost of Data
Complexity
Cost of Service
Complexity
Cost of Process
Complexity
Enabling
Technology
Solution

Resources
Ignores

Empirical
Validations



Effort to
study and
identify
systems/
services to be
used
 Effort to
adapt legacy
systems/
services for
use
 Special case
of building a
one service
capability
None






Service Mining
Service
Identification
Service Wrapping
Effort to build 1
service under SOA
constraints

None

Not defined yet as
items to be
measures are not
finalized.






None. One project
was referenced with
no data presented.

Service Mining
Service
Identification
Service
Wrapping
Effort to build
1 service under
SOA
constraints

None

As for the external and environmental factors a lot of elements from other methods will
still be applicable such as skills of the team and technical complexity factor. Some
items have to be added for SOA such those used to measure the complexity of web
services; namely type/ number of protocols it should support.

The method for estimating SOA must cater for the facts that estimation should use
different methodologies for building of services and usage of current services, and that
the environmental factors should be less important since reusability is high. Also it
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should concentrate on the effort of integration and establishing communication rather
than development from scratch and it must not be tied to a specific technology.

3.2

SOA Project Types

SOA projects can be divided into the following main categories



Enterprise transition into SOA



Building and publishing new services



Development of applications from services



Mining of legacy code and wrapping as services



Integration of services with existing systems

3.2.1 SOA Transition

The most commonly referenced type of SOA projects is the transition of an entire IT
infrastructure of an organization to SOA. While this is the largest and most complex
type of project it tends to hold most value since it prepares the entire infrastructure for
continuous reuse and interoperability. This type of project entails a lot of preparations
and activities not only in terms of development but in terms of setting up an
environment. Typically the following activities are recommended (Erl, 2004):
1. Do a full impact analysis before developing the transition plan. This should include
inspecting current and upcoming development tools, infrastructure requirements skill
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set and training requirements, changes to organizational processes and to security
models and policies and project management approaches.
2. Set the scope of the transition. This determines whether this is a companywide
investment or will be limited to certain sub systems.
3. Invest in team preparation and training. Since skills and SOA knowledge can impact
the efforts and success of the project tremendously this is a worthwhile investment.
4. Plan for evolution as part of migration. SOA will change the underlying systems, not
only in terms of architecture but in terms of logic as we see chances for building
reusable sub processes, optimize the workflows…
5. Use speculative analysis to build towards a future state. Future requirements not only
current business requirements are important. By speculating future needs a truly
reusable system can be built without needing major investments as business changes.
6. Prepare for post migration growth. Governance and policies for managing the SOA
are of great importance to mainstream development, maintain, service level agreements,
and versioning of the services.
3.2.2 Building and publishing new services
This refers to the activity of designing, building and publishing new units of business
logic as services. These services must adhere to the concepts of service orientation
mentioned in section 1.3. Each published service should be designed in such a way that
it provides a business value and can be consumed by different entities.
Activities and efforts involved in building a new service include
1. Specification of business requirements; which will be similar to activities of any
development project
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2. Service Oriented analysis including identifying applications already containing the
business logic needed if any, modeling the candidate services, ensuring no overlap
exists with existing services or within the new candidates and that they deliver
reusable useful features.

Figure 3.1: Defining business services (Erl, 2007)

The services candidate modeling is an extensive process that can be further broken
down into the following steps (Erl, 2007):
1. Decompose business process into the most granular representation of the process
steps.
2. Indentify operation candidates by filtering out manual steps that cannot be
automated.
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3. Abstract orchestration logic including business rules, conditional logic, exception
logic and sequence logic.
4. Create services candidates by grouping the operations into logical groups as either
task-centric business services or entity-centric business services. In the case of
entity-centric business services additional operations can be added for full
manipulation of the entity to ensure that the services can be fully reused in the
future.
5. Refine and apply service-orientation principles through ensuring that the services
candidates are as autonomous and reusable as possible.
6. Indentify candidate service compositions by outlining a set of the most common
scenarios that can take place within the boundaries of the business process and for
each follow the required steps to validate the grouping done so far, identify the
potential service compositions and highlight any missing workflow logic or
processing steps. That should include failure conditions and exception handling
logic as well.
7. Revise operation grouping based on the results of the last step.
8. Service Oriented design – including designing for Quality of Service (QoS)
considerations. The involved steps are (Erl, 2007)
9. Compose SOA by choosing the service layers, positioning core SOA standards, and
choosing the SOA extensions.
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10. Design services. This varies based on whether the services are entity –centric
business services, application services or task-centric business services. Each one
has its own design method that can be referenced in (Erl, 2007).
11. Service Implementation composed of business logic development, message
processing logic development, designing the contract
12. Service Testing; which goes beyond the testing required for the application business
logic involved as a lot of service oriented testing considerations appear including
whether service descriptions communicate the services semantics well, testing how
the service will operate in the various foreseeable operations contexts, and testing
service potential QoS.
13. Publishing the service in local or universal directory with all documentation needed.
14. Service Administration; which is an ongoing process to maintain the service, to
ensure governance of service new versions, and to respond to QoS issues and
performance bottle necks.
Additional tasks also need to be done to ensure that the services are built to
accommodate high reusability with minimal investment including following a rigorous
top down approach starting with (Erl, 2007)


Defining relevant enterprise-wide ontology; where all domains in the organization
are defined clearly to avoid ambiguity and ensure alignment.



Align relevant business models with new or revised ontology

3.2.3 Development of Applications from services
One of the main premises of SOA is that organizations can reach a stage where all
business activities are implemented as services, so that to build a new application the
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organization only needs to consume its already existing services. This type of project
refers to this situation. The efforts and activities involved include


Specifying business requirements



Researching existing services and defining needed services to be used to satisfy
these requirements



Service Oriented analysis which here would consist mostly of inspecting current
services, selecting the needed services and mapping the business processes to be
automated into an orchestration on top of these services.

When analyzing a complex application further steps need to be done on top of those
outlined for the Service analysis in the above section, namely (Erl, 2007):
1. Analyze application processing requirements by investigating each processing step
to determine the needed application logic to execute the services within the context
of the application, investigating whether this application logic needs to be
developed, and determining if this spans the system boundary.
2. Identify application service operations.
3. Create application service candidates through logical

grouping

of the

aforementioned operations either through association with a specific legacy system,
association with one or more solution components, or according to type of function.
4. Revise candidate service compositions to ensure that the existing services together
with the application service candidates fulfill all required scenarios.
5. Revise application service operation grouping according to any missed items
identified from the last step.
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Service Oriented design – including designing for Quality of Service (QoS)
considerations. In this type of SOA implementation design is mostly about
designing the business processes in the form of orchestrations. This step produces
executable workflow logic in the form of a WS-BPEL process definition.



Building the orchestration according to the application’s requirements and business
process definitions using existing business services.



Building the application services which interact with other underlying systems to
process the required functions as needed.



Application testing which is further complicated by the fact that almost all of the
business logic is implemented in already published services consumed by this
application. Figuring out the scope of testing becomes a real issue that needs careful
analysis.

3.2.4 Service Mining
Service Mining refers to fishing for useful code in legacy applications and wrapping it
as services, thus utilizing the already existing investment in these legacy software
applications. To be able to do that the following factors should be considered (Lewis,
Morris, Smith, & Wrage, 2005):


Requirements from potential service users. It is important to know what
applications would use the services and how they would be used. For example, what
information will be exchanged? In what format?
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Technical characteristics of the target environment, such as messaging technologies,
communication protocols, service description languages, and service discovery
mechanisms.



Characteristics of the architecture of the legacy system such as dependencies on
commercial products or specific operating systems.



The effort involved in writing the service interface. Even if it is expected that the
legacy system will remain intact, code must receive the service request, translate it
into legacy system calls, and produce a response.



The effort involved in the translation of data types, which may be small for basic
data types and newer legacy systems, but very large in the cases such as audio,
video, graphics, and other complex data types, or in legacy programming languages
that do not provide capabilities for building XML documents .



The effort required to describe the services so that they can be discovered and used
appropriately. This may require information about qualities of service (e.g.,
performance, reliability, and security) or service level agreements (SLA).



The effort involved in writing initialization code that prepares the service to take
requests, and operational procedures that must be followed for deployment of
services.



Estimates of cost, difficulty, and risk. The information gathered in the previous
points should provide for more realistic estimates. (Lewis, Morris, Smith, & Wrage,
2005)
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A preliminary analysis of the legacy components to determine their suitability for
reuse as services and the amount of effort and risk that would be involved should be
conducted. This analysis consisted of three parts:



A gap analysis of the changes to the legacy components that would be necessary for
migration to the SOA,



An informal evaluation of code quality,



An architecture reconstruction to obtain a better understanding of the set of
undocumented dependencies between different parts of the legacy system.

Some risks are involved in such projects such as dependencies between services and
user interface code--user interface code needs to be removed from services given that
the users of these services will have their own user interfaces, dependencies between
services and the commercial mapping software--this code has to be clearly identified so
that decisions can be made as to how to replace this functionality if Windows products
are not allowed in this environment , and dependencies between services--there were
two migration projects taking place at the same time; if these projects shared code it
would make no sense to treat them as separate projects. Also dependence is that
between the services and the rest of the code that mainly represented the data model-this would prove the importance of the data model as well as the underestimation of the
code used by the services.
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Figure 3.2: Factors affecting engineering of legacy systems to
SOA
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3.2.5 Service Integration

This project type refers to integrating strategic services within existing applications. As
organizations build an infrastructure of important services they should be able to use
them in existing applications. The efforts and activities involved include (O’Brien,
2009):


Analyzing the systems and services to be used and documenting these details.



Capturing the details of changes to be made to each of the systems.



Determining the need for acquiring new infrastructure and middleware to enable the
services to be integrated.



Doing the service oriented design and measuring the QoS of the different design
alternatives.



Developing SLAs for the organization’s systems and establishing QoS requirements
for the services that the systems consume.

3.3

SOA System Building Blocks

A thorough study of service oriented systems and their architectural patterns allows us
to divide the efforts spent in building a SOA system to the following categories



Building the services: Efforts used to build the core services either from scratch, or
in salvaging and wrapping legacy logic.



Building the flow/ orchestration: Building the desired system out of the existent or
built services and including needed cross cutting logic.
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Adhering to SOA Standards: These are some implications affecting either the
efforts of building the services or the efforts of doing the orchestration. They come
into the picture due to the patterns and requirements needed to build a technically
valid SOA system which is truly interoperable, extensible and reusable.



Environmental Factors: Non functional or environmental factors that must be
accommodated into any sizing technique.

3.3.1 Building the Services

The first component of a SOA system is the included services. A service is the basic
unit in a SOA system that contains optimally autonomous independent logic. A service
can be developed in a new system, re-used from an old catalog. A service can be
decomposed further to its building blocks. The basic block in a service is its operations
which contain the business logic and perform the actual processing. These operations
can be either built specifically for the new service or can be salvaged and re-used from
an existent legacy system.

3.3.1.1 The Logic
For new operations, the estimation method becomes straightforward. It’s a normal
function that can be sized used widely used methodologies such as function points. As
for the legacy situation, the case is much less clear. Legacy code salvage is always sized
according to the situation and its variables thus it’s an activity based estimation at best.
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Involved activities to be estimated are the salvage of the legacy code, removal of the
user interface (UI) from the code, removing direct data integration, converting state-full
system to state-less system, and finally wrapping the legacy code into a service. Such
activities are very difficult to estimate since the effort is not programmatic but mostly
activities to understand and salvage logic hidden in a legacy system.

3.3.1.2 The Contract
The contract contains the description of the service; its operations, invocation methods
and so forth. The contract is Web Service Description Language (WSDL) based. Since
the contract mainly includes a consistent part which is the service identification and a
variable part which describes its operations, it can be directly related to the service
operations number.

3.3.1.3 Message Processing Logic
Services pass messages back and forth through the call of other services. Since service
advocate interoperability, the different systems might be using different messages,
different data configurations and thus data translation is needed. An example is
interaction between systems using big Endean and small Endean. Such features are not
user recognizable and thus cannot be measured using function points; it needs a method
that sizes internal logic.
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Figure 3.3: Service Components

3.3.2 Building the Flow and Orchestration
The promise of SOA is that the effort needed to build the Nth project is only the effort
of building the orchestration. Orchestration is the actually organization of the system
flow and how services will be called to achieve the needed business logic.

Orchestration is manifested through a new service that calls needed services to achieve
the functionality. This is either Service Composition or Service Aggregation. Service
Composition is achieved through pipes and filters by directing the output of one service
as the input of another, or by having controlling sequencing of various services.
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Service Aggregation on the other hand is mostly achieved at the interface level. A clear
example is the heavily rising community application relying of various sources adding
services presented to users in one interface.

3.3.3 SOA Standards
Unlike other architectures, building a valid SOA requires more efforts in the service
oriented analysis and design phases to ensure having reusable, autonomous,
discoverable services. This results in more operations and more services to be
implemented beyond what is required to satisfy immediate business requirements. A
complete list of patterns and constraints in defined in section 3.5
3.4

Mapping SOA Building Blocks to SOA Project Types

In the last two sections we have investigated the types of SOA projects as well as the
building blocks of a SOA system. In this section we present the relationship between
the two viewpoints to build the basis for defining our scoping and estimation
framework.
Table 3.2: Activities for SOA Projects

Project Type
Building Blocks
1. Define Enterprise
Ontology
2. Align
Business
Models
with
Ontology
3. Specify Business

SOA
Transition

New
Service

Application
Development

Service
Mining

Service
Integration

X
X
X
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X

X

Requirements
4. Service Oriented
Analysis
5. Service Oriented
Design
6. Build
Business
Services
7. Build Application
Services
8. Wrap legacy code
into service
9. Service Testing
10. Application
Testing
11. Service Publishing
12. Service
Administration
13. Service
Composition
14. Study
published
services
15. Orchestration
16. SOA Standards
17. Environmental
Factors

3.5

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

SOA Patterns

This section drills further down in to the factors and drivers that affect the scope and
estimated efforts of a SOA project. We do this by investigating the prominent patterns
that occur in a SOA systems for services, message processing, orchestrations…
3.5.1 Service Patterns
To asses factors that affect the complexity of services we will start by investigating the
type of services and their roles in any SOA system. Services can be divided into
“Business Services”, “Controller Services” and “Utility Services”, where “Business
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Services” are those which perform a business activity and encompass the business
logic, while the “Utility Services” are those responsible for communication with other
systems, acting as intermediaries and perform similar technical tasks. “Controller
Services” act as the parent service to service composition members (Erl, 2007).
Business Services are clearly identified during the service oriented analysis phase and
map to the business entities or processes within an organization. These can be further
broken down into “Entity centric” and “Task centric” services, where “Entity centric”
are services which present all possible manipulation to an entity within the
organization’s ontology, for example “Customer”, and “Task centric” maps to a certain
sub process, for example “Validate Invoices”. Utility and Controller Services are less
clear based on business requirements alone and typically arise only in the design phase.
Based on the above our first finding for scoping the SOA services is that during the
analysis phase we will derive all “Business Services” and “Utility Services”, while the
Controller Services can only be derived and scoped during the design phase.
3.5.1.1 Business Services
Business services are the most direct type of services as they correspond to the business
requirements and goals.
3.5.1.2 Utility Services
Utility services exist for a number of reasons. One of them is the communication nature
of a SOA system which leads to the use of “message paths” instead of the easier point75

to-point communication. This leads to “Service Intermediaries” which are services that
route and process messages after it’s initially sent and before it reaches its final
destination. Passive Intermediaries typically route messages to another location with
through inspecting the message details or through a load balancing mechanism. Active
Intermediaries on the other hand will change the message due to some actions it
performs such as checking for validations, policies…
Utility services are also used within SOAs as (Erl, 2007):


Services that enable the characteristics of reuse within SOA



Solution agonistic intermediary services



Services that promote the internal intrinsic interoperability characteristic of SOA



The services with the highest degree of autonomy

3.5.1.3 Controller Services
These services exist to support building up applications by allowing compos-ability.
3.5.1.4 Service Complexity
In this section we discuss some factors that can attribute to services complexity
Synchronous Vs Asynchronous services
Synchronous service are those which return a result after being invoked, while
asynchronous services are those which do not return a result unless they are queried to
do so by another invocation of its operations. Thus an asynchronous service requires
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extra operations that should be invoked for returning the result. From a sizing
perspective this is directly accounted for during the sizing of the service operations.

Atomic Vs Conversational services
Atomic services require a single invocation to its operation to trigger all internal logic
until all operations are performed. Parameters needed by such a service are passed in
that first and single invocation. Conversational Services have their operations invoked
one by one with different parameters passed as they are needed. Based on the need to
support multiple interfaces, conversational web services can be triggered by a human
interface or a system based interface (Zimmermann & al, 2005). Conversational web
services have more operations and from a sizing perspective this is directly accounted
for during the sizing of the service operations.

Figure 3.4: Atomic vs. Conversational Web Services [from
(Zimmermann & al, 2005)
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Versioning
Versioning is a very important factor in service due to the fact that services should be
evolving as needed without affecting the systems that are already using them. Service
contracts should remain static while services can evolve; this is accomplished through
adding items to the contract and service instead of modifying existent items. Service
change their operations by adding new operations, data structures and types are added
when needed, and changes to parameters are done through adding new interfaces for
existing operations. The other method of handling changes is through using Service
Brokers, which are intermediate services that redirects messages to the right service
version. (Evdemon, 2005)

Autonomy of services
Services must fulfill the main SOA principle of being autonomous in all ways. Each
service must contain its own trust method (authorization, credit check…), and must
access its own needed data. Data Management must ensure that two services ca not pass
data references. Replication of services should not lead to shared instances, and cache
cannot be shared between services (Oellers, 2007). If data needs to be shared, a new
service must be added to manage the data access.

3.5.2 A methodology for identifying business services
The first challenge for a practitioner aiming to estimate the efforts to build a SOA
project is to correctly identify the business services at the right level of granularity from
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the first round. Services are also built with the aim of reuse which is a very difficult task
when reuse actually would complicate the service and add more efforts than what
would be necessary to achieve the current business requirements.
We adopt Erl’s methodology for service analysis to identify basic steps needed to arrive
at the business services based on our requirements and organizational ontology.
1. Start with the identified business processes to be automated, and the organizations
entity models for entities within our scope. The models of the business processes
would be the starting point for our exercise, while the entity models will help us
make the correct service divisions and select the right service types.
2. Identify existing application logic that is fully or partially automating any of the
processes or sub processes. These will be candidates for service mining.
3. Decompose business process into the most granular representation of the process
steps. A step should typically involve one primitive business activity that cannot be
further decomposed or broken down.
4. Indentify operation candidates by filtering out manual steps that cannot be
automated, as well as steps currently automated by legacy applications which
cannot be wrapped.
5. Abstract orchestration logic that should typically be part of an orchestration layer.
This should include business rules, conditional logic, exception logic and sequence
logic.
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6. Create services candidates by grouping the operations into logical groups. These
can be centered on operations achieving one general task or operations manipulating
one distinct entity.
7.

Identify service candidates as either task-centric business services or entity-centric
business services. In the case of entity-centric business services additional
operations can be added for full manipulation of the entity to ensure that the
services can be fully reused in the future. Refer to section 4.1.2 for guidelines for
balancing reusability with complexity.

8. Refine and apply service-orientation principles through ensuring that the services
candidates are as autonomous and reusable as possible. To do that, ensure that for
each service outline additional operational scenarios that can make use of this
service.


Do any of these operations require changes to the service?



Do most of these operations require using specific business logic which is
part of the same external services?

9. Indentify candidate service compositions by outlining a set of the most common
scenarios that can take place within the boundaries of the business process and for
each follow the required steps to validate the grouping done so far, identify the
potential service compositions and highlight any missing workflow logic or
processing steps. That should include failure conditions and exception handling
logic as well.
10. Revise operation grouping based on the results of the last step.
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3.5.3 Messaging Patterns
SOA messages are typically XML messages over SOAP used to pass all data between
services. Since services should be stateless, messages are an integral part of ensuring
SOA principles are with-held while business functions are completed. SOA messages
are typically carrying processing intelligence and self sufficient to a great extent.
Messages and message processing logic are worthy components in a SOA systems that
need some scope and effort estimation to give us a reliable indication about the system.
A SOAP message consists of an envelope, header and body, where the header hosts
Meta information, and the body contains the XML formatted data. Header blocks may
contain processing instructions to be performed by service intermediaries or the
recipient, routing or workflow information, security measures implemented in the
message, delivery reliability rules, context and transaction management information, or
correlation information. (Erl, 2007)
3.5.3.1 Message Based Routing
Message based routing refers to including addressing information within a message
itself. A service inspects a message to attain the next step or service in the workflow.
This would require further processing on the part of the services.
3.5.3.2 Message Security
Encryptions/ decryptions and other security aspects of a message attribute to the over all
message processing logic complexity.
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3.5.3.3 Large Messages
The size of the message being passed to a service or between multiple services affects
their logic in multiple ways. Large messages need special handling in the five
messaging steps (Create, send, deliver, receive, process). Creating, Sending, and
receiving code complexity is increased because the message needs to be processed in
chunks instead of a complete message. The logic has to include overheads for
controlling chunks and sequencing them and handling erroneous sequences. Delivering
of large messages needs to handle re-tries of chunks. Transformation complexity is also
increased as well as increased storage requirements to store larger messages. The
service might need to surface needed properties into the message context to avoid
reparsing of the large message by multiple services and avoid performance degradation.
(Hoper & Wolf, 2004)

This architectural pattern leads to excess complexity in the services and their
operations.

3.5.4 Message processing logic complexity

Factors that affect the message processing logic complexity can be summarized into


Transmission Protocol



Message Size (Large message processing logic)



Message Validation (Need for validating the message schema, data...)



Message Security (decryption…)
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Channel level security (usually part of the underlying framework)



Message Transformation (Translation from Big Endean to small Endean or vice
versa)

Figure 3.5: Message Lifecycle

3.5.5 Applications Patterns
This section describes other factor that can affect the size of SOA systems as a whole
and have to be considered in an estimation model for SOA.

3.5.5.1 Service Activity
An activity is collaboration between services to achieve a business goal. Activities in
the simplest form can be two services exchanging information using request-response
message exchange pattern. Complex activities need a larger number of services and
usually make use of cerography or orchestration, however this is not mandatory.
To assess the complexity of an activity we should inspect (Erl, 2007)


The number of services participating in the activity
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The duration of the activity



The frequency with which the nature of the activity changes



Whether or not multiple instances of the activity can concurrently exit.

3.5.5.2 Coordination
Coordination is a framework that manages context information in complex services and
allows distribution to activity participants. An application calls an activation service
which creates the coordination context (a collection of information representing the
activity and supplementary date) and passes it back. Now the coordinator sends
messages to the participants asking them to register with the registration service. Upon
successful registration, the registration service sends the participants the location of the
coordinator service to start interacting with it.
In essence coordination maintains the SOA principle of statelessness as the coordinator
becomes the only responsible entity for completion of activity.
Coordination introduces the activation service, the registration service and the
coordinator service to be able to complete activities according to SOA standards. This is
a non negligible development effort that cannot directly be arrived at from pure
business requirements.
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Figure 3.6: SOA Coordination (Erl, 2007)

Coordination can be further broken down into Atomic Transaction and Business
Activity.
Atomic Transactions apply on all-or-nothing transactions where a set of activities have
to either be all completed or rolled back entirely if one fails. This is needed in a lot of
common business scenarios such as the need to withdraw money from an ATM where
the system must both produce the amount and credit the account. This entails the that
the atomic transaction coordinator must ask the participant services for their “commit”
or “abort” vote and if one of the services respond with an “abort” it must issue a
rollback to all services. Participant services should have the operations and logic
allowing for a rollback.
Business Activity on the other hand is used with long running complex business
processes where rolling back and staying committed to the activity is not realistic. In
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this case the services have an alternative action in case the desired action fails whereby
the coordinator can issue a “compensation” action to counter the effects of the failure of
the first action. Here an extra number of operations have to be built to encompass the
compensation logic.
This is in line with the fact that SOA system needs to have a methodology for business
process management especially in cases of long running business transactions. Services
must be built to cater for needed compensatory actions. (Zimmermann & al, 2005)

3.5.5.3 Orchestration
Orchestration refers to an executable business process that can interact with both
internal and external web services to fulfill its task. The interactions occur at the
message level, i.e., in terms of message exchanges and execution order. Orchestration
always represents control from one party’s perspective (Meng & Arbab, 2007). A key
point is that orchestrations themselves exist as services therefore still maintain concepts
of organizational standards, reusability and SOA concepts.
Orchestrations cater for sequential flows, concurrent flows and dependency handling.
An orchestration can also make use of defined coordination processes. An example of
the use of orchestration is where a “Purchase Order Service” checks services from
multiple vendors for lowest price and stock availability and selects the best price. Here
the Purchase Order service has control of all aspects of the process and is orchestrating
all actions.
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Orchestrations are the most complex of the SOA application patterns discussed so far
and are candidates for higher complexity in SOA effort estimations.
3.5.5.4 Choreography
Choreography attempts to organize the information flow between multiple entities and
provide the potential for universal interoperability. Choreography is deemed as more
collaborative than orchestrations and addresses the interactions that implement the
collaboration among services. Choreography tracks the message sequences among
multiple agents rather than a specific business process that a single party executes and
centers around the idea that each two services establish a relationship and exchange
messages including the channel information thus allowing one service to send another
the information required to communicate with a third service and fostering dynamic
discovery (Meng & Arbab, 2007) (Erl, 2007).
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Figure 3.7: Composed Choreography (Erl, 2007)
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3.5.6 SOA Infrastructure Applications
A lot of the requirements of SOA systems can be fulfilled without adding complexities
to individual systems through the usage of a middleware application. Middleware
reduces SOA efforts by moving a lot of the architecture requirements and needs to the
middle layer, such as having the authentication and routing happening in the
middleware instead of in each service. Many systems exist that can be used in this
context such as WCF, BizTalk, and Tibco
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4

PROPOSED SOA SCOPING AND ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK

In section 3.2 we illustrated that SOA projects can be divided into the building and
publishing of services, building applications from existing services, service mining
from legacy systems, and service integration into an existing application. We have
explained the factors and main activities involved in each of these project types to
illustrate the need to tailor the SOA scoping and estimation framework to each project
type.

In section 3.3 we drilled further down into the basic components of a service oriented
system explaining the building blocks of a service, and orchestration and highlighting
that SOA standards and environmental factor have a strong effect on the system scope
and efforts thus need to be taken into consideration.

SOA composition and standards received more analysis in section 3.5 where we
examined the different types of services, the usage of each and the standards that can
affect the service complexity. Also we examined the messaging patterns and message
processing logic and the factors that affect the complexity of this important component.
Applications were further dissected to examine coordination, orchestration, and
choreography and discuss their complexities, as well as other factors that can affect an
application’s over all complexity such as discovery and security.
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In light of the aforementioned divisions, we propose to scope and estimate SOA project
efforts using a model that specifies a methodology for service identification and factors
to assess their complexity, a methodology for assessing message and data processing
complexity, design drivers that indicate complexity of the application and a set of
environmental and general factors that affect anticipated efforts. We also provide a list
of considerations and best practices for scoping extra activities needed in legacy
projects migrations and service integration projects. Finally we give some
recommendations about scoping an organization’s SOA transition making use of our
framework.

Table 4.1: Factors affection SOA Artifacts

SOA Artifact
Services

Messages
Applications

4.1

Corresponding Framework Components
 Factors to assess complexity of business services
 Considerations for balancing service reusability against
efforts expectation to help practitioners make decisions about
their SOA investments
 Factors to assess complexity of utility services
 Factors to asses complexity of controller services
 Factors for assessing message and message processing
complexity
 Design drivers indicating application complexity
 Environmental factors affecting application complexity

Services

4.1.1 Factors to assess complexity of business services
At this point we need to assess the complexity of the identified services prior to the
design phase. To do this we need to asses service complexity based on business
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requirements that would affect the complexity at design time. We identify drivers that
can indicate service complexity and estimate the service complexity based on those
drivers. Details explaining these drivers are examined in section 3.5.1
Table 4.2: Service Complexity Factors

Factor
Synchronicity
Conversing

Versioning
Data Sharing

Reusability

Description

Affect
on
service
complexity
Will the service return a reply when an Asynchronous services have
operation is invoked or is it required to wait increased complexity.
for polling?
Is this services expected to support human Conversational services are
interaction to go through a set of actions more complex that atomic
based on that interaction? Will it support services.
another system in the same manner?
Do we have multiple versions of this service Versioning require service
to support multiple systems? Is that a service broker’s thus increasing
that existed before and is being updated?
complexity.
Does this service manipulate same data as Need for data sharing
other services? Does it need to share data increase service complexity.
with another service?
Degree of required service reusability. This Higher reusability increase
determines number of interfaces for service complexity.
access, documentation depth and quality, and
need for service adapters. [Na09]

Estimator will asses each of these factor on a High, Medium, Low scale to arrive at the
average complexity rating. This average should be multiplied by the business logic
estimation of the service to be able to arrive at the actual estimation of the efforts to
build this service. The specific business logic the service is implementing is of course a
very important factor of service complexity. However our view is that this complexity
is not tied to the SOA thus its complexity can be assessed using an existing size
estimation methodology. Our recommended approach is to use Cosmic Function Points
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described in section 2.1.3 since it provides support to measuring complex business
processing unlike other first generation estimation methods which focused on data and
end user transactions.
One of the important factors that come to play is the relative affect of each of the above
factors on the service complexity. While we do recognize that the different factors will
not affect the service complexity in the same manner, arriving at relative weights
requires extensive data that we cannot acquire at the moment. We start with anticipated
weights based on the intuitive understanding of the factors and their relative relation to
each other.
Table 4.3: Service Complexity Factors weights

Factor
Synchronicity
Conversing

Weight
2
2

Versioning
Data Sharing

1
1

Reusability

4

Comments
Both synchronicity and conversing result in added operations
and change the way a service is structured so relatively they
are medium range weights.
While both factors are important they are relatively atypical
and result in one constant service which is either a data
managing service or a service broker.
Reusability is the single most important complexity factor for
services. Very high reusability may add operations, include
further business logic and result in an entity service in place
of a simple task service.

We further assume the below factors for each of the ratings. These are initial values
subject to enhancements based on continuous empirical experimentations. These are
initially based on the fact that an increase in efforts for building the SOA constraints
will range between 10 and 30 percent of the service efforts.
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Table 4.4: Service Complexity Ratings Scale

Rating
High
Medium
Low

Value
1.3
1.2
1.1

4.1.2 Considerations for balancing service reusability and complexity
While indentifying the choosing the business services it’s important to balance
reusability against efforts expectation to help practitioners make decisions about their
SOA investments. As services become more reusable they take more efforts to build
which can mean that a fully fledged investment in building the most reusable services in
an organization can make the investment too un rewarding in the short term. Thus we
provide some considerations for practitioners while making this decision.
1. Expected ROI of the investment: In reality do you foresee operational contexts
in which this service will be reused by other application? How many? A thorough
analysis of expected number of reuse and ROI should be considered with large
investments.
2. Stability of organization ontology: Does the organization have a well defined,
agreed on ontology. Entity services expected reuse and ROI is highly tied to
having an alignment about organizational ontology.
3. Stability of business activities and processes: With task services that automate a
business sub process, investment is only worthwhile if this is a stable process thus
can be reused in the future.
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4. Service candidate configurations: Different service configurations lead to
different levels of reusability and complexity. 3 main configurations are identified
by (Erl, 2007) each providing a different balance of reusability and complexity.
Table 4.5: Comparison of Services Configurations

Configuration

Hybrid

Description

Create task centric
services
corresponding to
tasks identified in
business
requirements
directly.
 Minimal analysis
and modeling
efforts
 Simple, easy to
understand
service
candidates

Pros

Cons





No real reuse; as
services are very
specific to a
single process.
No agility as
service logic is
tightly coupled
to process logic

Entity Centric
Services
Establish a layer
of entity centric
candidates and
any processes are
automated via an
orchestration
layer
 Highly
reusable
service
candidates
 Highly
extensible
and agile
 Abstraction
via
orchestration
layer
 Require more
analysis
efforts
 Results in
more
complex
service
compositions
 Requires
creation of
additional
application
level services
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Mixing Task and
Entity Services
Builds task services
on top of entity
services to cater for
reusable sub
processes







Highly extensible
and agile
Provides reusable
sub processes
with higher
potential benefits

More complex
composition
introducing
another layer of
processing
Decentralizes
control from the
orchestration
layer.

4.1.3 Utility Services Identification and Complexity Assessment
As described in section 3.5.1.2 utility services are also used within SOAs as


Services that enable the characteristics of reuse within SOA



Solution agonistic intermediary services



Services that promote the internal intrinsic interoperability characteristic of
SOA

In practice identifying utility services can be done through looking at certain
requirements and constraints within a SOA system.
From the last section we know that the system needs utility services when
1. We have data sharing/ caching requirements.
2. We need service brokers to manage and access service versions.
In addition utility services are needed for
1. Load balancing.
2. Internal policy inspection of messages.
3. Abstract an organization's technical environment.
Thus identifying utility service is a done through both SOA analysis of the business
processes and inspecting the organizations own IT infrastructure. Its important in this
aspect to thoroughly survey existent services to avoid redundancy.
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In terms of complexity utility services should cater for the highest degree of reusability
since they are not tied to particular business logic. Thus we can argue that the factors
which affect the complexity of a utility service are

Table 4.6: Utility Services Complexity Factors

Factor
Infrastructure
Complexity
Reusability

Description

Affect
on
service
complexity
Complexity of current IT infrastructure Increases
service
that the utility service is abstracting in complexity
terms of protocols, data types and needed
transformations...
Degree of required service reusability. Higher
reusability
This determines number of interfaces for increase complexity.
service access, documentation depth and
quality, and need for service adapters.

Estimator will asses each of these factor on a High, Medium, Low scale to arrive at the
average complexity rating. This average should be multiplied by the business logic
estimation of the service. The specific business logic the service is implementing is of
course a very important factor of service complexity. However our view is that this
complexity is not tied to the SOA thus its complexity can be assessed using an existing
size estimation methodology. One of the important factors that come to play is the
relative affect of each of the above factors on the service complexity. While we do
recognize that the different factors will not affect the service complexity in the same
manner, arriving at relative weights requires extensive data that we cannot acquire at
the moment. We anticipate initially that both items have the same affect on the service
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complexity. These are initial values subject to enhancements based on continuous
empirical experimentations.
Table 4.7: Utility Services Factors Ratings

Rating
High
Medium
Low

Value
1.3
1.2
1.1

4.1.4 Controller Services Identification and Complexity Assessment
Controller services build the overall business processes through orchestrations of
services. They are the main building blocks of an application. Since controller services
are typically built when applications are built we consider them part of the application's
overall complexity. To avoid having to go into detailed design during the estimation
and sizing process we propose a number of design drivers that indicate the applications
over all complexity. These are described in section 4.3.1.
4.2

Messages

4.2.1 Factors for assessing message and message processing complexity
Messages and message processing logic are major contributors to a SOA system
complexity thus their details should be considered.
The factors affecting message and message processing logic complexity can be attained
through looking at a SOA message life cycle and the steps it goes through.
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Transmission Protocol: The protocol underlying the communication. Typically
this is ignored in complexity measures since it’s managed by the SOA
infrastructure.



Message Size: The size of the message being passed to a service or between
multiple services affects their logic in multiple ways. Large messages need special
handling in the five messaging steps (Create, send, deliver, receive, process).
Creating, Sending, and receiving code complexity is increased because the message
needs to be processed in chunks instead of a complete message. The logic has to
include overheads for controlling chunks and sequencing them and handling
erroneous sequences. Delivering of large messages needs to handle re-tries of
chunks. Transformation complexity is also increased as well as increased storage
requirements to store larger messages. The service might need to surface needed
properties into the message context to avoid reparsing of the large message by
multiple services and avoid performance degradation. (Hoper & Wolf, 2004). This
architectural pattern leads to excess complexity in the services and their operations.



Message Validation: In such a complex architecture as SOA, message validation
becomes a priority. Since the service can be called by any other requestor, it has to
ensure that the received message has both valid schema and valid data. In many
ways message validation complexity is a factor of the schema and data complexity.



Message Security: Security considerations include the need for encryption and
decryption, as well as processing any identification data being passed as part of the
message.
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Channel level security: Channel level security is typically a factor of the SOA
infrastructure and is managed by the Enterprise Service Bus or similar thus its affect
on message complexity can be ignored. We will consider the infrastructure support
for channel level security as part of the overall project environmental factors.



Message Transformation: Different types of message transformations can be
needed either to support legacy systems or to correlate and order messages. This is
essentially the most complex part of the message processing logic. Message
transformation can include translation from Big Endean to small Endean or vice
versa, Correlation; does the service need to correlate messages to processing
instances? Ordering; do the service need to receive and reorder messages.

Figure 4.1: SOA Message Life Cycle

We propose that for each service block (group of services with similar or
complementary functions) a complexity factor for message and message processing
logic is calculated through assessing the above factors on a rate based or yes/no score.

Table 4.8: Message Complexity Factors
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Factor
Message Size

Message Validation
Message Security
Message
Transformation

Low
Complexity Medium Complexity High
Complexity
(=1.05)
(=1.1)
(=1.15)
Small messages with
Large
messages
no splitting needed.
requiring splitting and
needing
further
ordering actions by
services.
No
message Validation done by Validation done by
validation needed
central routing engine individual services
only
No special security Security handles by Security handled by
consideration
central routing engine
individual services
No transformation At least 1 of the 2 or more of the
needed
following
following
 Type translation
 Type translation
 Correlation
 Correlation
 Ordering
 Ordering
 Other
 Other

For each service unit the message complexity = average of message complexity. Like
service complexity factors weights are a considerable factor that needs to be considered
during empirical investigation. We start with anticipated weights as below
Table 4.9: Weights of Message Complexity Factors

Factor
Message Size

Weight
3

Message Validation
Message Security
Message Transformation

2
2
3

Comments
Message size affects many aspects of the processing and
efforts. It means the need for ordering, surfacing logic,
correlation as well as the complexity of message division,
sending and resending…
Important items but are typically supported with
readymade algorithms and components
Can be highly complex with certain legacy systems.
Typically a lot of efforts are spent on translations and
transformations from one data format to another.
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4.3

Applications

To build a SOA application from existing services extra efforts have to be considered in
building the orchestrations and catering for various environmental and organizational
factors. In theory the only effort consideration for our nth application is that of building
the orchestration. In practice some other activities such as surveying and understanding
existing services are also effort intensive steps.
4.3.1 Design drivers indicating sub system complexity
We propose a list of design drivers that indicate the application complexity even prior
to engaging in the time intensive SOA design process.


Organizations Involved: these are the main entities participating in the
applications over all logic. In addition to added complexity in operations and
service maintenance and discovery, this indicates possibilities of
o Different Identify models
o Data transformation due to different data representations and formats
o Different messaging policy [encryption, sessions usage]



Systems Involved: Multiple dependent, heterogeneous, and legacy systems
increase the overall application complexity in many ways including extra
activities, transformations, and operational complexity..



Business Process Complexity: the process complexity can be measured in terms
of
o Number of services participating in the activity
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o Duration of the activity
o Need for compensatory actions
o Rules complexity (number of predicates and variables)
o The frequency with which the nature of the activity changes


Desired Quality of Service: Even though the system may be composed on
services offered by other party, the sole responsibility of QoS falls on the provider
of the composite system. QoS can affect the overall complexity through requiring
extra development and processing.



Control Needs: Do services need only a shared context, do we need centralized
control making use of external and internal services and sending sequential,
parallel messages and handling dependency, or is extreme collaboration with
dynamic addressing desired.



UX management: One way of interface management in Service Oriented
Systems is to have the user interface auto generated based on XML structure. In
order to allow the service to call the UI back with the reply duplex services are
used, thus requiring new service attached to UX to be called with the reply.
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Figure 4.2: Duplex Services at the UI level

How do users/ other system interface with the application. Do we need to support
multiple interfaces? What is the degree of decoupling from interface layer?


Discovery: Is dynamic discovery of services desired? What is the methodology of
handling unavailable services and other exceptions? Universal Description, Discover
and Integration (UDDI) UDDI is used to locate the service and act as a central
directory.



Security: Several security factors come into the picture in SOA system.
Authenticating the consuming application and channel is needed as well as
authenticating the user. In the E-Government example this implies that each service
must have logic to authenticate the channel (Portal, or IVR in another case), and
authenticate the individual user.
Federated Identity Management imposes extra logic on the services to allow for
accomplishing federations as needed in the future. Mechanisms for non-repudiation of
authentication are also needed to maintain the integrity of systems and ensure mapping
the actions to their originating users.



Channel Agonistic Architecture: Number of channels to be supported affects the
systems over all complexity through requiring extra features in both central routing
and individual services. Support for multiple channels via shielding the business
process implementation layer is needed in SOA systems. Typically this is provided
via the framework, allowing the neutral service creation then binding to protocols as
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needed. Its size is either a negligible effort through configuration using the pre-built
channels or a functional size in the case of implementing new channels.

We propose that for each service block (group of services with similar or
complementary functions) a complexity factor for application complexity is calculated
through assessing the above factors on a rate based or yes/no score.

Table 4.10: Design Drivers Complexity Factors

Factor
Organizations
Involved
Systems Involved

Low
Complexity Medium Complexity High
Complexity
(=1.05)
(=1.1)
(=1.15)
Single Organization Two Organizations
Three or more

Single homogenous Two to three systems Multiple
system
with no legacy systems
heterogeneous
systems with legacy
and others
Business
process None or one of Two to three of More than three
complexity
complexity factors complexity factors
exist
Desired Quality of Not Important
Non mandatory service Service
Level
Service
level agreements
Agreements
are
defined
and
mandatory
Control Needs
Only
a
shared centralized
control Extreme
context
making use of external collaboration
with
(Coordination)
and internal services and dynamic addressing
sending
sequential, desired
parallel messages and (Choreography)
handling dependency
(Orchestration)
UX Management
Single interface
Multiple
pre
built Auto
generated
interfaces
interface
Discovery
No UDDI
UDDI needed
Security

None or one of the Two to Three of the More than Three
following
factors
1. Authenticate
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consumer
2. Authenticate
Channel
3. Authenticate user
4. Federated identity
management
5. Non repudiation
Channel
Agonistic Provided
via One to two channels
Architecture
framework

More than two

For each service unit the application complexity = average of application complexity.
Like service complexity factors weights are a considerable factor that needs to be
considered during empirical investigation. Initial weights are explained below
Table 4.11: Weights of Design Drivers Complexity Factors

Factor
Organizations
Involved
Systems Involved
Business
process
complexity
Desired Quality of
Service
Control Needs
UX Management
Discovery
Security
Channel
Agonistic
Architecture

Weight
2
2
2

Comments
These are probably the most important factors as
they mean more complex development and
operations.

2
1
1
1
2
2

These factors mandate new/updated interfaces.

4.3.2 Environmental factors affecting application complexity
When considering the overall application complexity, environmental factors need to be
taken into consideration. We propose that a complexity factor for application's overall
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environment is calculated through assessing the below factors. We have based the
environmental factors on COCOMO’s (Boehm & al., 1995) cost drivers after adapting
the actual factors to issues that are predominant when considering a SOA
implementation.
Table 4.12: Environmental Attributes

Factor
Product Attributes
Required reliability
Required Availability
Personnel Attributes
Analyst Skill Level (Service
oriented analysis)
Software engineering capability
SOA experience
SOA protocols experience (XML,
SOAP…)
Hardware Attributes
Infrastructure readiness
Run time performance constraints
Required turn about time constraint
Project Attributes
Governance Level
Tool Support

Affect on Complexity
Higher increases project complexity
Higher increases project complexity
Higher decreases project complexity
Higher decreases project complexity
Higher decreases project complexity
Higher decreases project complexity
Higher decreases project complexity
Higher increases project complexity
Higher increases project complexity
Higher increases project complexity
Higher decreases project complexity

To further asses impact of these factors we assign initial numerical values for each of
these ranges. The numerical values follow two main patters


Items which inherently increase complexity (low adds to complexity but less than
high) we use a 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 numerical indices.



Items which can if High decrease the project complexity receive a norm value of 1,
with ability to decrease over all efforts through a 0.9 index if high.
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Table 4.13: Environmental Attributes Weights

Factor
High
Product Attributes
Required reliability
Required Availability
Personnel Attributes
Analyst Skill Level
(Service
oriented
analysis)
Software
engineering
capability
SOA experience
SOA
protocols
experience
(XML,
SOAP…)
Hardware Attributes
Infrastructure readiness
Run time performance
constraints
Required turn about time
Project Attributes
Governance Level
Tool Support

Medium

Low

1.3
1.3

1.2
1.2

1.1
1.1

0.9

1.0

1.1

0.9

1.0

1.1

0.9
0.9

1.0
1.0

1.1
1.1

0.9
1.3

1.0
1.2

1.1
1.1

1.3

1.2

1.1

1.3
0.9

1.2
1.0

1.1
1.1

For each of the groups of factors we propose “Low, Medium, High” ratings to arrive at
over all complexity factor through average of values. While we recognize that weighs
must be considered we defer assigning weights till enough data points are gathered.
4.4

Arriving at an overall application complexity

Based on the above the proposed model defines a SOA system complexity as follows
1. Identify and asses complexity of business services.
2. Identify and asses complexity of utility services.
3. For each service group asses message and message processing logic complexity.
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4. For each service group asses orchestration complexity.
5. Asses overall application's environmental complexity rating.
6. Overall application complexity is calculated as

G  E
where
G = service groups complexity
E = environmental complexity
G is defined as

 S  SC  a  MC   b  OC  /a + b
for all services in the group, where
S = service logic size calculated through Cosmic Function Points
SC = service SOA complexity as defined in section 4.1.1
MC = Message and message processing logic complexity for the group as defined in
section 4.2.1
OC = Orchestration complexity of the service group as defined in section 4.3.1
a, b are weights assigned to the message complexity and orchestration complexity since
we anticipate that both will not have the same effect on the service group complexity.
7. Other activities may need to be taken into consideration depending on the type of
the project. These are highlighted in the following sections.
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5

5.1

CASE STUDIES

Approach and Methodology

For the purpose of validating proposed model we will focus on three case studies to
understand how such a model would work. The first case study is a conceptualized
project aiming to avail many of the considered challenges and thus provide insight into
all possible shortcoming of our framework. Case studies two and three are actual
industrial projects taken from an Egyptian software development company. These case
studies adhere with the concepts outlined in sections 1.5 and 2.3 in being from different
domains, with a minimum of 6 months development efforts and having clearly
documented requirements and available actual efforts for implementation.
To maintain the integrity of the result set all data was collected and documented by the
company’s metrics engineers from the projects’ timesheets repositories (MS Project
server). Each project had two sets of data, estimated efforts and actual efforts. The
estimated efforts are initial estimates of the development time based on expert
estimation. These estimations separated the service logic layer from the SOA
infrastructure components since the team found it difficult to estimate SOA aspects so
they used an expert estimation to cater in bulk for the SOA aspects of the project. The
actual efforts are the applied and completed efforts for each component. The below data
depend on the estimated business logic efforts as an input and on the complete project
development actual efforts for comparison.
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To ensure that our estimation framework is correctly applied we included two architects
from each projects team to evaluate the different factors involved and assign the correct
rate value. This was done to maintain system understanding and to mitigate the problem
of not having a service analyst on board the teams.
The below case studies’ estimates were based on a custom developed excel application
including the following features
Business Services screen: Allows user to enter service names and select from list of
ratings for all business factors. The application then calculates the relative effects of the
selected rates and multiplies those by the estimated business logic efforts for this
service.
The different factors have different weight reflecting this assumed affect on increasing
the complexity of the service. To arrive at the average service rating the weighted
average of the complexity factors is multiplied by the original business logic effort
estimation.
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Figure 5.1: Business services screen
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Utility Services screen: Allows user to enter utility service names and select from list
of ratings for all business factors. The application then calculates the relative effects of
the selected rates and multiplies those by the estimated business logic effort for this
service.
The different factors have different weight reflecting this assumed affect on increasing
the complexity of the service. To arrive at the average service rating the weighted
average of the complexity factors is multiplied by the original business logic effort
estimation.
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Figure 5.2: Utility services screen
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Service Groups screen: for each service group the screen accumulated the
constituents’ adjusted SOA efforts and allows user to select rates for group messaging
complexity and group orchestration complexity. The result is the adjusted group efforts.
The different factors have different weight reflecting this assumed affect on increasing
the complexity of the service. To arrive at the average rating the weighted average of
the complexity factors is multiplied by the original service group effort estimation.
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Figure 5.3: Service groups screen
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Overall Application screen: Allows user to select values for the environmental
attribute es and calculates final application efforts based on environmental considerations.

Figure 5.4: Application overall complexity screen
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5.2

Case Study One: E-Tax System

5.2.1 Case Overview
This fabricated governmental eservices system offers online tax services to citizens and
businesses from the Tax Authority. Individuals can submit their tax declarations and
view previous statements, while businesses have a wider range of services allowing
them to request a new tax card, update tax profile and submit their annual tax
declarations. While individuals are identified through their national ID from the
ministry of Interior system, businesses need to be identified through their trade license
via the chamber of commerce system. The ministry of Interior is providing services
allowing us to connect to them for identification. For the chamber we have a local
legacy system which is a copy of the system deployed in the chamber and has its data
updated daily through an automated process.

There are two portals providing access to the above services by the tax authority, one is
a citizen portal for individuals and the other is a business portal. In addition to the
business portal, some companies need their internal audit and accounting systems to
communicate directly with the tax authority system and submit the declaration
automatically.
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Figure 5.5: E-Tax System

5.2.2 Service Oriented Analysis
5.2.2.1 Identify Business Services
The first step in our framework is to identify the business services needed. We will
follow Erl’s service oriented analysis technique explained in [3.5.2].
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-

Identify business processes to be automated, and organization’s entity models for
entities within our scope

Business processes

Entities

-

-

Citizen submit tax declaration
Citizen view past tax declarations
Business request new tax card
Business update tax profile
Business submit tax declaration
Tax Card
Tax Declaration
Citizen
Business

Identify existing application logic that is fully or partially automating any of the
processes or sub processes. These will be candidates for service mining.

Automated
application Logic

-

-

Identify business: the tax authority already has in place a
legacy application that identified businesses on the chamber of
commerce system.
View past declarations: the tax authority already has in place
an in house system that saves and retrieves historical tax
declarations (this is only partial automation since it’s currently
for employees use).

Decompose business process into the most granular representation of the process
steps. A step should typically involve one primitive business activity that cannot
be further decomposed or broken down.

Business Process
Granular Business Activities
Citizen submit tax - Submit tax form through portal
declaration
- Identify citizen
- Validate tax information
- Accept/reject tax declaration
- Send notification
Citizen view past - Enter identity through portal
tax declarations
- Identify citizen
- Retrieve historical records
- Display historical records on portal
Business
request - Enter request through portal
new tax card
- Identify business
- Validate trade license is not expired
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Business update tax profile
Business submit tax declaration
-

-

Process request
Issue card
Send notification
Enter identity through portal
Identify business
Validate trade license is not expired
Retrieve profile
Display profile on portal
Update profile on portal
Validate profile data
Update profile
Send notification
Submit tax form through portal/ system
Identify Business
Validate trade license is not expired
Validate tax information
Accept/reject tax declaration
Send notification

Abstract orchestration logic that should typically be part of an orchestration layer.
This should include business rules, conditional logic, exception logic and
sequence logic.

-

Create services candidates by grouping the operations into logical groups. These
can be centered on operations achieving one general task or operations
manipulating one distinct entity.

-

Identify service candidates as either task-centric business services or entitycentric business services.

Service Candidate Type
Business
Tax Entity Service
Declaration
Personal
Declaration

Operations
- Add declaration
- Retrieve declaration
- Update declaration
- Validate declaration
- Add declaration
- Retrieve declaration

Tax Entity Service
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-

Process
Business Task Service
Tax Declaration
Process
Personal Task Service
Tax Declaration
Identify Citizen
Task Service
Identify Business
Task Service
Tax Card

Entity Service

Update declaration
Validate declaration
Validate trade license is not expired
Validate tax information
Accept/reject tax declaration
Validate tax information
Accept/reject tax declaration
Check identity
Check identify
Check trade license valid
Create card
Update card
Retrieve card details

5.2.2.2 Identify Utility Services
Next we can identify the following utility service


Notifications to send the required notifications identified above



Load balancing to distribute the traffic

5.2.3 System Complexity
Based on the identified services we can start assessing the complexity of our system.
1. Complexity of business services
We rate the services complexity by assessing the identified factors driving a service
complexity. For this project we assume no service versioning, and we have no need
for data sharing across services. Entity services are built with high reusability in
mind and so are the services that identify businesses or citizens. We assign high
synchronicity rates to services involved through the portal or external system since
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an asynchronous implementation is typical in such designs, and the same applies for
conversing.
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Figure 5.6: Business Services Complexity
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The above indicates that the most complex services are the entity services which
have very generic operations and are highly reusable. This is in line with our initial
hypothesis, which stated that entity services increase system complexity.
2. Complexity of utility services
We assess the complexity of the utility services through factors identified in our
estimation model. The notifications service needs to be highly reusable since it
should send any message to any channel based on any of the actions generated from
our services. Load balancing is more specific for the services mentioned so we will
assume low reusability. Our infrastructure includes numerous systems and
technologies resulting in high infrastructure complexity factor.
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Figure 5.7: Utility Services Complexity
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3. For each service group asses message and message processing logic complexity.
4. For each service group asses orchestration complexity.
To attempt steps 3 and 4 we start by grouping the services into highly collaborating
groups. It’s clear that the main groups we have are business tax declarations,
personal tax declarations, and business tax cards.
Service Group
Business tax declarations

Constituent Services
 Business tax declaration
 Identify business
 Process business tax
declaration

Personal tax declarations





Personal tax declaration
Identify citizen
Process personal tax
declaration

Business tax cards




Identify business
Tax card
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Comments
Tax declaration is a large
message.
No routing engine while we
have many validation
requirements and security
requirements
Need type transformation
from legacy system,
correlation and ordering.
Tax declaration is a large
message.
No routing engine while we
have many validation
requirements and security
requirements.
Need message correlation
and ordering.
Small profile message.
No routing engine with
many validation and security
requirements.
Need type transformation
from legacy system,
correlation.

Figure 5.8: Message Complexity Affect
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Figure 5.9: Orchestration Complexity Affect
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Figure 5.10: Group Complexity

5. Asses overall application's environmental complexity rating.
Category
Product Attributes
Personnel Attributes
Hardware Attributes
Project Attributes

Rating
Since this is a government system it has high reliability and
availability requirements
We will assume medium skills for the sake of this fictional
case study
We assume high infrastructure readiness. Performance is
important but we anticipate a lot of concurrent usage by
year end. We have no major schedule constraints.
As a government entity we have high governance rules
since all government systems should support
interoperability.
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Figure 5.11: Environmental Factors

6. Overall application complexity is calculated
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Figure 5.12: Overall Complexity
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Figure 5.13: Total Complexity

Based on the above, if we have cosmic estimates of the business logic we can arrive at
over all increased complexity due to SOA implementation. This number is multiplied
by the environmental complexity factor to arrive at overall system complexity.
The toy project was meant to indicate usability of the framework and point out any
major logical flaws. In terms of usability the only constraint obvious is that the
estimator must be familiar with SOA and with the details of the application to be build,
that includes understanding SOA concepts, systems logic, team capabilities, and
messaging and orchestrations patterns. While such understanding is necessary no major
training about the methodology is needed. The concepts are pretty straightforward and
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practitioners are provided with criteria illustrating the meaning of each rating for each
factor. This is a reasonable requirement for an estimation model.
5.3

Case Study Two: Bank

5.3.1 Case Overview
X Bank had a highly sophisticated core banking system that has been successfully
operational for many years. Despite its ability to fully support bank’s operations, it
started posing many shortcomings when the bank attempted to offer internet banking,
IVR services and such. The system needed to support the need for arising new
requirements and support for multiple channels. This meant the bank has to consider a
SOA solution that exposes internal business logic for these different channels and can
be orchestrated to deliver different needed business processes.

The range of business processes to be exposed included Account Management, Credit
Card transactions, Funds Transfer and Finance, Bill Payment, Cheques and Customer
Transactions. The solution focused of using an Enterprise Service Bus (Microsoft
BizTalk Server), and wrapping core banking logic into services.
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Figure 5.14: Bank System

The list of services and service groups are extracted from the project’s specifications
document and presented below.

Service Group
Account
Management

Service
Account Entity Service

Description
Responsible for all account management
features and includes the following
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operations
 Get Accounts List
 Get Account Details
 Get Transaction List
 Get Transaction Details
Open FD Account
For opening a new account process by the
customer
Card
Credit Card Entity Service
Entity Service managing credit card entity
Management
and includes the following operations
 Get Card Details
 Get Card Statement
 Credit Card Standing Instruction
 Block Card/ Activate Card
Change Supplementary Credit Task service allow a customer to manage
Card Limit
the limit of supplementary credit cards
issued
Funds Transfer Funds Transfer
Task service allowing customer to do a
& Finance
fund transfer from local account to another
bank
Domestic Funds Transfer
Task service allowing customer to transfer
money from accounts within X bank
Open Savings Account
Task service allowing customer to open a
new savings account
Finance
Account
Entity Entity service for managing an account of
Service
type “Finance Account”, and includes Get
Finance Account Details operation, and Get
Loans Schedule
Bill Payment
Bill Entity Service
Entity service managing all bill operations
including Add New Bill and Get Bill
Details
Bill Payment
Task service allowing customer to pay a
bill
Customer
Customer Entity Service
Entity service for managing all customer
details, includes
 Get Customer Information
 Update Customer Information
 Change Pin
Cheque
Cheque Entity Service
Entity service for all cheque management
and includes
 Get Cheque Details
 Get Cheque Statement
Exchange
Exchange Service
Utility service serving all transactions
requiring getting an exchange rate or
converting an amount from one currency to
another. Includes
Get Exchange Rate
Convert Foreign Exchange
Notifications
Notify Service
Utility service for handling all notifications
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Consumer
Management
Security

Service Consumer Interface

Business
Activity
Monitoring
Exception
Handling

BA Monitoring Service

Authentication Service

Exception Handling Service

from all services to all available channels
Utility service for communicating with
consuming channels
Utility service for managing system based
security and user based security
Utility service for monitoring activities and
creating logs
Utility service for handling exceptional
actions

The following are solution constraints documented in the project’s functional
specifications


No Asynchronous calls will be made to any interface on the middleware, all calls
will be synchronous



Any interface exposed will use Federation Binding, to use custom credential set

5.3.2 System Complexity
Based on the identified services we can start assessing the complexity of our system.
The estimates in this section were carried out by 2 architects responsible for this system.
The methodology was explained in 1 hour sessions and the excel-based application was
provided. Both architects had the chance to discuss their findings together and come up
with one unanimous result.
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Business Service Complexity

138

Utility Services Complexity
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Service Groups Complexity – Message Complexity
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Service Groups Complexity – Orchestration Complexity
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Service Group Complexity

142

Application Complexity
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5.4

Case Study Three: Properties Registration System

5.4.1 Case Overview
Y property registration system is a governmental system allowing registration of lands
and properties and performing various transactions on these properties including sale,
partial sale, and property sequester, land division and aggregation and many other
property based transactions.

The system needed to support the need for arising new requirements and support for
multiple channels. Also the incidence of changing business rules was very high and had
to be done in a very fast and agile manner. This meant the registration entity has to
consider a SOA solution that exposes internal business logic for these different channels
and can be orchestrated to deliver different needed business processes.
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Registration

Trust Accounts

Pre Registration

Internal Web Interface

3rd Party Registration
Rights

External Web Interface

DLD Offices
Developers

Presentation Services
Forms

User Management

Tasks Management

Enterprise Service Bus
Authentication & Authorization

Business Transactions

Business Activity Monitoring

Service Interface

Query Services

Integration Services

Workflows

Business Rules Engine

Enterprise Reporting

Bar Code Service

BACKEND LAYER

DLD DB

FileNet

GRP

GIS DB

The list of services and service groups are extracted from the project’s specifications
document and presented below.

Service Group

Service

Agent

Agent Entity Service

Property

Property Entity Service

Land

Land Entity Service

Owner (Individual)

Owner Entity Service

Owner (Entity)

Owner Entity Service
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Description
Entity service for adding/deleting/editing
agents
Entity service for adding/deleting/editing
properties
Entity service for adding/deleting/editing
land
Entity service for adding/deleting/editing
owners (Individuals)
Entity service for adding/deleting/editing
owners (Companies/entities)

Add Mortgage
Modify Mortgage
Release Mortgage
Portfolio Mortgage
Modify Portfolio Mortgage
Transfer Mortgage
Release Portfolio Mortgage
Mortgage

Transfer Portfolio Mortgage
Total Grant

Grants

Sale

Lease

Rights Registration
Property
Management
Certificates

Register Grant
Sale
Delayed sale
Complete Delayed Sale
Lease to own registration
Lease to own amendment
Lease to own transfer
Lease to own release
Register Right to Benefits
Sell Right to Benefits
Amend Rights
Transfer Rights
Release Rights
Rights
Mortgage
Registration
Rights Mortgage Transfer
Rights
Mortgage
Amendment
Rights Mortgage Release
Add Land
Divide Land
Divide Ownership
Aggregate Land
Produce Map
Property Endowments
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Task service to add a new mortgage on a
land or property
Task service to modify a mortgage on a
land or property
Task service to release a mortgage on a
land or property
Task service to add a new mortgage on a
portfolio of properties
Task service to modify a mortgage on a
portfolio of properties
Task service to transfer a mortgage on a
land or property from one entity to
another
Task service to release a mortgage on a
portfolio of properties
Task service to transfer a mortgage on a
portfolio of properties from one entity to
another
Task service to offer a property as a grant
to an individual/entity by the government
Task service to register an already
implemented grant
Task service to sell a property/land by
transferring ownership and attaining
required approvals

To whom it may concern
Transfer Ownership
Divide Ownership
Proof Of Ownership
Register Inheritance
Exchange Properties
Ownership
Produce
Certificate
of
Ownership
Payment
Payment Preparation
Document
Document Preparation
Voucher
Voucher Preparation
Notifications
Notify Service
Utility service for handling all
notifications from all services to all
available channels
Consumer
Service Consumer Interface Utility service for communicating with
Management
consuming channels
Security
Authentication Service
Utility service for managing system
based security and user based security
Business Activity BA Monitoring Service
Utility service for monitoring activities
Monitoring
and creating logs
Exception Handling Exception Handling Service Utility service for handling exceptional
actions

5.4.2 System Complexity
The estimates in this section were carried out by 2 architects responsible for this system.
The methodology was explained in 1 hour sessions and the excel-based application was
provided. Both architects had the chance to discuss their findings together and come up
with one unanimous result.
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Business Service Complexity
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149

Utility Services Complexity
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Service Groups Complexity – Message Complexity
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Service Groups Complexity – Orchestration Complexity
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Service Group Complexity
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Application Complexity

5.5

Analysis

To assess the numbers produced by our model we will inspect four sets of numbers; the
estimated business logic efforts of the services in our scope, the estimated project
efforts done using expert estimation, the estimated SOA efforts produced by our
system, and the actual of the projects. All data is in man-hours.
Table 5.1: Comparison of Case Studies Efforts by Different Estimation Methods

Project
Bank
Property

Business
Logic
Estimate
642
3060

Project Expert Project Model Actual Numbers
Estimation
estimation
1043
4284

1047
5350
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1089
5202

Registration
System

Based on the above we can see that following deviation percentages
Table 5.2: Comparison of Estimation Deviations

Project
Bank
Property Registration System

Expert
Estimation SOA Model Estimation
Deviation
Deviation
=1089-1043/1089
=1089-1047/1089
=4.2%
=3.8%
=5202-4284/5202
=5202-5350/5202
=17.6%
=-2.84%

The results show the following


For both projects the SOA estimation model did better than expert estimation by
giving a small deviation percentage for the estimation.



The percentage of estimation deviation for SOA estimation model is very close to
that of expert estimation in the case of project 1 while being significantly better in
case of project 2. This may reflect that with larger project expert estimations tend to
deviate more due to the large number of issues that need to be taken into concern.
This reflects that our estimation model is particularly useful with large projects.



Despite the above results it’s important to note that two projects cannot prove the
method validity and more empirical experiments are needed. We believe that the
above results, however, give initial indications that our methodology is a valid
candidate for wide scale empirical investigations.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we discuss our conclusions and future directions.
In this research we have inspected the different estimation methods with a focus on
those that can be used with SOA systems. We examined the anatomy of a SOA
application to determine its complexity drivers as well as the types of SOA projects to
analyze the relevant aspects of measurement by project type. We have proposed and
validated a methodology for the scoping and effort estimation of service oriented
systems through assessing the complexity of business and utility services, messages and
message processing logic, and design drivers and environmental factors. For each of
these categories we presented factors that affect their complexities and proposed
relative weights to be used during the estimation process.
6.1

Achievements

The following are the main achievements of this research
1. Assessed and compared the different SOA estimation approaches available.
2. Defined a framework for SOA scoping and estimation through inspecting SOA
anatomy.
3. Defined the aspects of complexity that are relevant to each of the different SOA
project types.
4. Defined the factors relevant to complexity for the different SOA project types.
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5. Determined factors that affect business service complexity with the initial weights
of these factors.
6. Determined factors that affect utility service complexity with the initial weights of
these factors.
7. Determined factors that affect messaging complexity with initial weights of these
factors.
8. Defined design drivers that indicate application orchestration complexity with initial
weights of these drivers.
9. Defined SOA environmental factors based on COCOMO cost drivers and suggested
initial weights for these factors.
10. Defined considerations for balancing service reusability and complexity that can
help designers balance investment with value added.
11. Validated the use of the framework and its soundness by Appling it to three case
studies.

6.2

Enhancements and Future Directions

The proposed framework is the initial step in defining a complete estimation
methodology. Like any dependable estimation methodology a widespread data
collection is needed to attempt to provide a valid calibration and define the different
parameters in an accurate manner.
We see the main next step to be that of applying the framework on numerous projects
and collecting data to provide more accurate parameters and weights.
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Other future enhancements and directions include


Investigating the area of service discovery and the factors that affect its complexity.
Dynamic discovery of services and dynamic composition is one of the most
important directions in SOA research as it promises more agility and higher
interactivity of systems. This dynamic discovery can introduce more complexity to
the SOA services and application through adding requirements and constraints for
the Universal Directories as well as the service logic to incorporate the search and
assessment of discovered services.



Defining a methodology for enumerating and estimating activities of service mining
from legacy systems. Some research has been done on establishing methodologies
for service mining including SMART (O’Brien, 2009). Linking such techniques to
our estimation model can help with defining overall project effort estimation
through defining a set of factors that affect the mining complexity. These may
include technology of these systems, their design paradigm and documentation, as
well as the existence of knowledgeable subject matter experts for those systems.



Investigating considerations and best practices for scoping Service Integration
Projects, particularly estimating both the efforts to change the current system to
accommodate the service integration, as well as the integration efforts.



Defining how Organization’s SOA Transformation Initiatives can making use of
our framework to plan for the transformation and assess all needed activities and
efforts.
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